
























YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 15, 1934
TOGETHER WITH OTHER ANNUAL REPORTS
AND PAPERS RELATING TO THE





OF THE CITY OF LACONIA
City incorporated by Act of Le:7:s'ature Approved March
24, 1893. First organization of city government, May 3, 1893.
*Charles A. Busiel 1893-94
*Samuel B. Smith 1895-96
*Charks L. Pulsifer 1897-98
Edmund Tetley 1899-00
*Jared A. Greene 1901-02
*Woodbury L. Melcher 1903-04
Benjamin F. Drake 1905-06
William F. Knight 1907-08
Alfred C. Wyatt 1909-10
*George H. Saltmarsh . 1911-12
George B. Cox 1913-14
George iP. Munsey 1915-16




Lewis H. Wilkinson 1921-22
Charles H. Perkins 1923-24
George E. Stevens 1925-26
Charles J. Hayford 1927-28
Charles O. Hopkins 1929
Charles E. Carroll 1930-31-32-33
*Deceased
ORGANIZATION
of the City Government
Tuesday, March 28, 1933.
At ten o'clock in the forenoon of the above date, mem-
bers-elect of the city council for the municipal year of
1933, and the members from the previous council, met for
c:-ganization at the city council room agreeably to the pro-
visions of the city charter.
The oath of office was administered to the Alayor-elect,
Hon. Charles E. Carroll, by Harold E. Wescott, Esq., after
which Mayor Carroll assumed the duties of his office. The
oath of office was also administered to the following council-
men by Mr. Wescott.
Ward 1—George W. Tarlson
Ward 2—Thomas J. Guay
Ward 3—Howard W. Byse
Ward 4—George C. Stafford
Ward 5—Henry I. Burbank
Ward 6—Frank D. Sleeper
Prayer was then offered by the Rev. E. Jerome Johan-
son after which the Mayor delivered his inaugural address.
INAUGURAL ADDRL5S
Members of the City Council, Ladies and GLiiflcmcn:
It affords me great pleasure to represent you again
as your jMayor and I wish to tlTank the citizens of La-
conia for their confidence placed in me as shown by their
splendid vote.
I shall endeavor to conduct the city affairs in the
future as I have done in the past by trying to have your
welfare at heart and I sincerely trust that with your co-
operation and patience we may show some advancement
during this trying period.
The past year 1932 we paid $41,250.00 on the indebt-
edness making the total reduction of $133,750 in the last
three years without any Bond issues.
In my opinion property is assessed too high and last
July I advised the Assessors to reduce values at least twenty-
percent.
This is an opportune time for property owners to make
repairs and paint their buildings and by so doing it will
benefit the unemployment situation.
During the coming year the meetings of the City
Council will continue to be opened with prayer.
In concluding my address
May I ask you to be kind to the aged
To the blind and the infirm
And lend a hand to the needy
But zcaste no time on the drones.
Mr. Clerk :Let us proceed with the election of officers.
MUNICIPAL RLGULAT10N5
for payment cf bills against the city
All bills against the city must be approved by the per-
sons authorizing the charge; unless this is done, no action
can be had upon the bill by the committee on accounts and
claims, and no order will be given for its payment.
When bills are certified to as above, and left with the
City Clerk not later than Thursday at 12 o'clock M., pre-
ceding the last Monday of each month, they will be audited
by the committee on accounts and claims, and if approved
by them and allowed by the Council, will be ready for pay-
ment on the following Wednesday, at the office of the City
Treasurer.
Meetings of the committee on accounts and claims are
held on Friday preceding the last Monday of each month
at 7:30 P. M., at the City Clerk's Office.
CITY GOVLRNMLNT
LACONIA, N. H.
Inaugurated fourth Tuesday of March, yearly. Stated
meetings : The last Monday of each month at 7 :30 o'clock





Elected March 14, 1933, for one year. Office, 68 Pleasant street
Council
Elected Mardh 14, 1933, for one year.
Ward 1—George W. Tarlson
Ward 2—Thomas J. Quay
Ward 3—Howard W. Byse
Ward 4—George C. Stafford
Ward 5—Henry L Burbank
Ward 6—Frank D. Sleeper
Standing Committees
Finance—The Mayor, Byse and Burbank.
Accounts and Claims—Burbank, Stafford and Sleeper.
Public Instruction—Guay, Byse and Tarlson.
Roads and Bridges—Byse, Burbank, and Sleeper.
Fire Department—Byse, [Stafford and Guay.
Parks and Commons—Sleeper, Guay and Stafford.
Lighting Streets—Burbank, Byse and Tarlson.
Elections and Returns—Skeper, Staft'ord and Guay.
Engrossed Ordinances—Tarlson, Stafford and Byse.
Sewt^rs—Byse, Burbank and Sleeper.
Police and Licenses—Stafford, Tarlson and Guay.





Office: 68 Pleasant Street
City Treasurer
CLARENCE S. NEWELL
Office: 513 Main Street
City (Solicitor
HAROLD E. WESCOTT
Office: 613 Main Street
Board of Assessors
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
J. GRANT QUIMBY
Cliainnan
Elected March 22, 1932, for three years
CHARLES L. KIMBALL
Elected March 28, 1933, for three years
ARTHUR C. S. RANDLETT
Elected March 24, 1931, for three years
Collector of Taxes
MARTHA E. JOHNSON
Office: 68 Pleasant SLreet
' Auditor
CHARLES F. AYERS
Residence 26 Clark Avenue
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Created iby Act of Legislature, 1901. Elected iby the City
Council. One memlber of said board to ibe chosen bi-
ennially on the fourth Tuesday of March to serve six
years. Office: 68 Pleasant iStreet.
HARIRY L. SMITH
Prcsidcut
Elected March 26, 1929, for six years
OSCAR L. HOYT
Secretary
Elected February 29, 1932, for five years
WILLIS G. WATiSON
Elected March 28, 1933, for six years
City Engineer, Superintendent of Sewers, and Street
Commissioner
CHARLES A. FRENCH
Appointed hy Board of Public Works. Office: 68 Pleasant St.
Overseer of Poor
ARTHUR C. S. RANDLETT
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
City Physician
LESTER R. BROWN, M. D.
Office: 420 Main Street
Board of Health
J. GRANT QUIMBY, M. D.
Elected March 22, 1932, for three years.
Office: 679 Union Avenue
EARLE J. GAGE, M. D.
Secretary
Office: 644 Main Street
Elected March 28. 1933, for three years.
WILLIS E. FLOYD
Elected March 24, 1931, for three years.
P. O. Address, The Weirs
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LACONIA PUBLIC LIBRARY
Trustees
Elected by the City 'Council for three years
JOHN S. OILMAN, Supt. of .Schools, ex-officio
WILLIAM F. KNIGHT
ARTHUR W. DINSMOOR




For term eiid"ng March 1934
FREDERICK W. FOWLER
LINNIE L. SLEEPER












* Died July 28, 1933.
t Elected (by City Council to fill vacancy.
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Created Iby Act of Legislature, Chapter 162, Laws of 1915
OSCAR L. HOYT
Chairman
Elected by City Council, August 29, 1932, for two years
LILLIAN PAGE DOW
Secretary
Elected iby City Council, August 29, 1932, for three years
CARL F. BLAISDELL
Elected iby City Council, November 27, 1933, for three years
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Police Commission
Appointed by the Governor with the advice and approval of
the Council by Act of Legislature of 1913.
CHARLES J. PITMAN
Chairiimn
Term expires September 1, 1934
CLARENCE E. ROWE
Clerk
Term expires September 1, 1936
JOHN M. QUAY
Term expires September 1, 1935
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Chief of Police
GEORGE N. HUBBARD
Appointed 'by Police Commission, January 1, 1934.
Office: 68 Pleasant Street
Deputy Chief of Police
CHARLES E. DUNLEAVEY
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MUNICIPAL COURT
Established by Act of Legislature, entitled "An Act Estab-
lishing Municipal Courts and Abolishing Existing Police
Courts," Chapter 30, Laws of 1915.
Justice
HARRY E. TRAPP








GEORGE N. HUBBARD JOHN M. GUAY






First Assistant—EDISON H. KENNEDY
Second Assistant—HENRY H. SHOREY
Third Assistant—EDWIN C. SARGENT
Fourth Assistant—JOSEPH H. ROUGHER
OTHER CITY OFFICERS
Board of Supervisors of Checklists
George M. Bridges, Chairman. Elected by City Council.
Ward 1, Joseph T. Guay; Ward 2, William D. Kempton;
Ward 3, Kenneth J. Tilton ; Ward 4, Charles H. Tilton;
Ward 5, Fred A. Young; Ward 6, Elmer E. Davis, Claude
W. Foster. Elected at biennial election November 8, 1932,
for two years.
Park Commissioners
Elected by City Council. Alfred C. Wyatt, Chairman.
for term ending March, 1938. Eliza Soule, for term end-
ing March, 1935 ; Bernice M. Seaverns, Secretary for term
ending March 1934; Clarence E. Rowe, Treasurer, for term
ending March, 1936; Walter E. Dunlap, for term ending
March, 1937.
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Surveyors of Lumber
Pearl S. Lovejoy Charles L. Kimball
Lew K. Perley Frank R. Ricker
Michael J. Sullivan Henry I. Burbank
Measurers of Wood and Bark
Edwin J. Roberts Peter Dutile
Ernest J. Young Michael J. Sullivan
Bie J. Hutton
Weighers of Hay, Straw, Coal and Other Articles
Charles L. Kimball Fred Barrett
Bie J. Hutton Bert S. Gleason
Peter Dutile Arthur F. Pickering
Everett L. Evans Melvin M. Frye
Edwin J. Roberts Newman W. Hoff
Ernest J. Young Norton W. Lindsey
Delphis Dutile Michael J. Smith
W. J. Knowles Edward Grant





Measurer of Brick and Plastering
Charles A. French
Measurers of Painting
Charles A. French John M. Guay
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Board for Examination of Plumbers
Earle J. Gage Charles A. French
Claude C. Dame
Fence Viewers
Ulysses S. Prescott Charles Henry Smith
Arthur A. Tilton
Licensed Plumbers
Claude C. Dame Joseph J. Moriff
Joseph H. Valliere Timothy P. Reidy
Albert Labranche George E. Valliere
Leon Labranche Stewart G. Noyes
Thomas H. Walsh Adolphus A, Bisson
Raymond Landry George Poire
Bertram G. Walker
Registrar of Motor Vehicles
Earl Flanders
Inspector of Electric Wiring
Arthur W. Spring
Moth Warden
Arthur W. Spring ^
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WARD OFFICERS
Moderators
Elected at ^biennial election, November 8, 1932, for two years.
Ward 1—Guy R. Carter
Ward 2—Theodore Laroche
Ward 3—Elmer H. Tilton
Ward 4—Thomas P. Cheney-
Ward 5—Alfred C. Wyatt '
Ward 6—Haven E. Corliss
Ward Clerks
Elected at 'biennial election, November 8, 1932, for two years.
Ward 1—Edward A, Rider
Ward 2—J. Aime Dickner
Ward 3—Albert B. Newell
Ward 4—Theo S. Jewett
Ward 5—Chester A. Randlett
Ward 6—George P. Collins
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Selectmen
Elected March 10, 1931 for three years.
Ward 1—Rubin Wein
Ward 2—Joseph Sirnoneau
Ward 3—Eugene F. Dean
Ward 4—Samuel P. Phnin-ick
Ward 5—Frank E. Pearson
Ward 6—Ernest A. Stone
Elected March 8, 1932, for three years.
Ward 1—George W. A^arrell
Ward 2—Oscar St. Jacques
Ward 3—Edward Grant
Ward 4—Joseph R. Chase
Ward 5—Harry Rivers
Ward 6—*Edwin M. Sanders
Elected March 14, 1933, for three yeavs
Ward 1—Carldwin Hunkins
Ward 2—Henry A. Gauthier
Ward 3—Owen S. Paine
Ward 4—Theodore Brown
Ward 5—Thomas Dickson
Ward 6—Libbeus E. Hayward
* Elected hy City Council to fill vacancy.
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Inspectors of Election'
Appointed by the Justice of the Superior Court, October 27,
1932, for two years.


























In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-three:
A RESOLUTION tendering a discount on real estate taxes
paid before August 5th, 1933.
Resolved by tJie City Council of tJie City of Laconla, as
follozus:
That the tax collector be authorized to receive deposits
to apply towards the payment of taxes when taxes are as-
sessed or payable.
Deposits made or taxes paid shall be subject to dis-
counts as follows
:
On or before April 5th 4%
On or before May 5th 31/2%
On or before June 5th 3%
On or before July 5th 21/2%
On or before August 5th 2%
Except that no discounts shall be made on poll taxes
or bank stock.
Passed and approved March 28, 1933.
CHARLES E. CARROLL.
Ma\or.
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In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-three:
A RESOLUTION authorizing temporary loans to an
amount not exceeding Two Hundred Thousand Dol-.
lars in anticipation of the taxes of the present Munici-
pal year.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
folloius:
That for the purpose of meeting current expenses of
the City, the City Tre?-surer be and hereby is authorized
and empowered to make temporary loans from time to
time for the use of said City of sums not exceeding the
aggregate amount of $200,000.00, said loans being in the
anticipation of the taxes of the present municipal year and
hereby expressly made payable therefrom, and to give for
such loan subject to the written approval of the Committee
on Finance, notes of the City, each note to become due and
payable within one year from its date and no such note shall
be valid unless authenticated by the certificate of the Na-
tional Shawmut Bank of Boston, Massachusetts. Said notes
shall be signed by the Mayor and City Treasurer and counter-
s'gned by the City Clerk, shall be registered in the books
kept for that purpose in the offices of the City Treasurer
a::d City Clerk respectively.
This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed and approved March 28, 1933.
. CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
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In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine liundrcd and
thirty-three:
A RE/SOLUTION making appropriations for the year
ending February 15, 1934.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follozvs:
That the following appropriations be made for the
year ending February 15, 1934, which appropriations shall
be in full for all expenditures in each department named
:
State Tax $34,710.00









Support of Poor 12,000.00
Miscellaneous 7,000.00
Overlay for Contingencies 12,000.00




Cleaning Catch Basins 1,250.00
Collections, ashes, waste, dump 5,900.00
Cutting trees, grass, brush, etc. 700.00






General repairs and maintenance 15,000.00





State Road Weirs to Gilford 5,000.00
]\Ieredith Parade Road 2,500.00
Moth Work 1,100.00
]\Iaintenance of city offices 1,800.00
Public Health Nurse 1,650.00
]\Iemorial Day 300.00




Weirs Comfort Station 50.00
Auditing 270.00
Hydrant Service 3,900.00
Laconia Hospital ($1,000 for hospital service
for city employees needing same, $2,000 for
free bed and $1000. general exp.) 4,000.00
Public Library 4,827.00
Public Wharf Ward 6 100.00
Rent Pearl Street Grounds 270.00
Veterans Reunion 300.00
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Reunion 250.00
Payment City Hall Bonds 2,000.00
Payment Refunding Bonds 4,000.00
Payment School District Bonds 11,250.00
Payment Sewer and Funding Bonds 7,000.00
Payment Sewer and Road Bonds 3,000.00
Payment Improvement Bonds 3,000.00
Payment Serial Notes 1,500.00
Payment Trust Fund Xotes 2,000.00
Payment Bridge and Highway Bonds 4,000.00
Payment Street and Sidewalk Bonds 2,500.00
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In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine liundred and
thirty-three:
A RESOLUTION raising money by taxation for the year
ending February 15, 1934.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follozvs:
That there shall be raised and there is ordered to be
raised on the polls and estate liable to be taxed within said
City the sum of four hundred and eleven thousand four
hundred thirty-two and forty-six one hundredths
($411,432.46) Dollars to defray the necessary expenses and
charges of the city for the financial year ending February
15, 1934.
Passed and approved July 13, 1933.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one tJioitsaiid nine hundred and
thirty-three:
A REiSOLUTION authorizing the appropriation of One
Hundred Sixty-four Thousand Dollars for the purpose
of erecting a Mechanic Arts High School Building
and for the funding of said indebtedness by the issue
of Municipal Bonds therefor.
ResoJz'rd hv the City Council of the City of Laconic, as
follozvs:
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1. That the sum of One Hundred Sixty-four Thous-
and dollars be and hereby is appropriated for the purpose
of erecting a Mechanic Arts High School building on land
of the City on Union Avenue in said City of Lacona ad-
jacent to the present High School building.
2. That the City of Laconia issue it's bonds to the
amount of One Hundred Sixty-four Thousand Dollars for
the purpose of defraying the expenses of erecting a Mec-
hanic Arts High School building in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 59 of the Public Laws, as amended.
3. Said Bonds shall be serial bonds extending for a
period of twenty years from the date of their issue for the
sum of One Thousand Dollars each, or some multiple
thereof, and shall be made payable to bearer with interest
coupons attached, bearing interest at a rate not to exceed
five percent per annum and an equal amount of said bonds
shall be taken up annually from the date of their issue.
4. Application shall be made to the Federal Emergency
Administration of Public Works, through the State Ad-
visory Board under the National Industrial Recovery Act.
for a grant and/or loan of One Hundred Sixty four Thous-
and ($164,000.) Dollars.
5. The City hereby authorizes the issuance and sale
to the United States or to any other purchaser or purchasers
of not exceeding One Hundred Sixty-four Thousand
($164,000) Dollars in the principal amount of bonds of the
City of Laconia, or in case a grant is obtained from the
Federal Government, such less amount of bonds as together
with said grant shall not exceed One Hundred Sixty-four
Thousand ($164,000.) Dollars.
6. Said Bonds shall be payalile in accordance with
the laws of the State of New Hampshire, the date of issue.
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the time and place of payment of principal and interest, the
fixing of the rate of interest, the provision for the sale of
said bonds and other matters in relation thereto shall be
left to the discretion of the Mayor.
7. All contracts and agreements in connection with
securing any grant and/ or loan, the application for which
is authorized at this meeting are hereby fully authorized,
ratified and approved.
8. The Alayor is hereby authorized to execute and
deliver in the name of the City of Laconia all contracts
and/or agreements, and to take all action necessary or in-
cidental to carrying out the project authorized, and the issue
and sale of bonds hereby authorized.
Passed and approved Dec. 11, 1933.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
In tJic Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-three:
A RESOLUTION authorizing the Mayor to execute a
contract with the New Hampshire Highway Dept.
relative to the maintenance of a certain highway in the
City of Laconia.
Be it Resolved 'by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as foUotus:
The iMayor of the City of Laconia is hereby authorized
to execute a contract with the New Hampshire Highway
Department in regard to the maintenance of 0.640 miles of
a municipal highway known as Union Avenue in said La-
conia, from Stark Street to Bridge Street. Said contract
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to provide that if the Highway Department will submit
a project for the improvement of the aforementioned high-
way and will recommend it's approval by the Secretary of
Agriculture for construction with funds apportioned to the
State under the National Recovery Act, and if said project
is approved and said road constructed by the Highway
Department, the City of Laconia, will, at its own cost and
expense, maintain said road in a manner satisfactory to
said Highway Department and the Secretary of Agriculture,
or their authorized representatives, and will make ample
provision each year for its maintenance.
Passed and approved December 11, 1933.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-three:
A RESOLUTION authorizing a return of all cuts and
salaries to City employees from this date provided ap-
propriations are not exceeded.
Resolved by the' City Council of the City of Laconia, as
follozvs:
In appreciation of the co-operation of City employees
in all departments in submitting to a reduction in their
wages and salaries during this depression, and because of the
increase in salaries and wages generally throughout the
Country and the increased cost of living, be it resolved by
the City Council of Laconia, as follows:
Section 1.—That all City employees salaries or wages
be increased from this date so that said wages or salaries
will equal the respective amounts received by them before
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the present salary and wage cuts took place, provided how-
ever, that said increases be taken so as not to increase the
amount of individual or departmental appropriations voted
by this Council.
Section 2.—It is strongly recommended that the next
City Council so increase appropriations as to allow for the
increases provided for in Section 1.
Passed and approved this 26th day of December, 1933.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-three:
AN ORDINANCE relating to the use of fire resisting
roof covering.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Laconia,
as follotvs:
Section (1) No person, firm, or corporation, shall
cover or recover the roof of any building within the fire
zone of the City of Laconia unless fire resisting roof cov-
ering is used for that purpose.
Section (2) Penalty. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this ordinance shall be punished by a fine not
exceeding twenty dollars.
Section (3j This ordinance shall take effect upon
its passage.
Passed and Approved July 31st, 1933.
CHARLES E. CARROLL,
Mayor.








Mertie C. Lougee, Chairman 20 Orange Ct.
F. E. Normandin 135 Church St.
James A. Payson 58 Whipple Ave.
Wayne M. Plummer 280 Pleasant St.
Jennie H. Simpson, Sec. 823 Union Ave., Lakeport
Chester L. Smart 317 Pleasant St.
Clerk
John S. Gilman 93 Whipple Avenue
Standing Committees
Finance: Mrs. Lougee, Mr. Plummer, Mr. Normandin.
Fuel: Mr. Payson, Mrs. Simpson, Dr. Smart.
Repairs: Mr. (Payson, Mr. Normandin, Dr. Smart.
Teachers: Mrs. Lougee, Mrs. Simpson, Mr. Plummer.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
John S. Gilman, Office, High School, Union Ave.
Office Hours : School Days, 8 :30 to 9 :00 a. m. and 4 :00 to
5:00 p. m. Saturday, 9:00 to 11 :00 a. m.
Secretary: Nell L. Doane, 12 Pleasant Street.
Office hours: School days, 8:15 to 11 :30, and 1 :00 to 5 :00.
Saturdays, 9:00 to 11:00.
SCHOOL NURSE
Marion E, Mellinger, 12 Pleasant Street.
Office at High School, Hours 8:30 to 9:15 on school days.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CALENDAR
Opening day September 6
Columbus Day and State Teachers' Assn. October 12-13
Armistice Day November 11
Thanksgiving recess Nov. 29 to Dec. 4
First term' closes December 22
Second term opens January 8
Second term closes February 16
Third term opens February 26
Third term closes April 20
Fourth term opens April 30
Memorial Day May 30
Fourth term closes June 22
HIGH SCHOOL CALENDAR
Opening day September 6
Columbus Day and State Teachers' Association Oct. 12-13
Armistice Day November 11
Thanksgiving Recess November 29-Dec. 4
First term closes December 22
Second term opens January 2
Second term closes February 16
Third term opens February 26
Third term closes April 20
Fourth term opens April 30
Memorial Day May 30
Four term closes June 22
HIGH SCHOOL
Verne M. Whitman, headmaster 179 Pleasant St.
Harry F. Wiley, Science 73 Gilford Ave.
Adelaide J. Ryan, Science 39 Dewey St.
Lucy M. Lundell, Latin 121 Pleasant St.
Edith L. :S\vain, English 35 Cole St., Lakeport
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Elizabeth 'M. O'Shea, English
AMlliam A. Alahoney, English
Erma E. Tetley, English
Dorothy B. Aldrich, English
Eleanor ]^[. AlacAulay, English
Grace A. Farnum, Mathematics
Kathleen C. Davison, iMathematics
Jennie C. ^Mnnkittrick, IMathematics
Kathleen S. Edmands, Dean, French
Jennie Bujnievicz
Gladys P. Chase, History
Virginia Park, History
Eleanor H. Stott, History
Florence K. McLean, History
Margaret R. IMcCooey, Geography
Dorothy Kingsbury, Home Economics
Charlotte J. Colby, Home Economics
Nell L. Doane, Commerce
Stanley E. Spencer, Commerce
Ernestine McCrillis, Commerce
Mildred E. Thompson, Commerce
Rolland R. Gove, Mechanic Arts
Edgar J\I. Royce, Mechanic Arts
John S. Hobson, Mechanic Arts
Charles E. Lord, Mechanic Arts
252 Pleasant St.
























R.F.D. 5, LakeportRangvald Olsen, Mechanic Arts
Paul H. Kinney, Biology, Physical Director, 93 Fenton Ave.
Alice H. Jackson, Jr. Bus. Tr., Physical Director,
39 Dewey Street
ACADEMY STREET
Hilda A. Brooks, I






Ruth N. Kelley III 658 Union Ave., Lakeport
Rena H. Young, III 2^76 Main St.
Marjorie Chase IV 99 Baldwin St.
BATCHELDBR STREET
Irma G. Snyder, V 371A Main St.
Dorothy M. Evans IV-V 371 Main St.
Katherine McLaughlin VI 75 Batchelder St.
GILFORD AVE.
Estella F. Day I-II 95 Fair St.
Bertha R. Varney III-IV 12 Pleasant St.
Blanche Weymouth, V-VI 127 Court St.
HARVARD STREET
Winnifred E. Atwood, I-II 52 Whipple Ave.
Elinor C. Varney II-III 12 Pleasant St.
Marie A. Gingras III-IV 53 Harvard St.
Ruth M. Foss, V 386 Main St.
J. Hazel Duke VI 15 Rowe Court
MECHANIC STREET
Evelyn M. Staples I 62 Washington St., Lakeport
Lillian I. Garey, II 35 North St., Lakeport
Margaret Demers HI 23 Gale Ave.
Margaret J. Twombly IV 51 Washington St., Lakeport
Virginia A. Bell V 62 Washington St., Lakeport
Ruth E. Young VI 376 Main St.
WASHINGTON STREET
Rosetta F. Dame I-II 40 Fairmount St. Lakeport
Laura D. Phillips III-IV 12 Pleasant St.
Muriel M. McCullough V-VI 51 Washington St.
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THE WEIRS SCHOOL
Gertrude M. George 192 Elm Street, Lakeport
SPECIAL TEACHERS
Carolyn Wright, Music 752 Main St.
Grace Horr 45 Academy St.
TRUANT OFFICER
Amedee J. Dupont 15 Joliet St.
JANITORS
Albert Cowan 75 Whipple Ave.
George E. Thyng 504 Union Ave.
Mrs. Susan P. Davis 65 Washington St., Lakeport
Harry G. Strathern 55 Bowman St.
George Lavertue The Weirs
Albert C. Champney 64 Gilford Ave.
HEADMASTER'S CLERK
Helen Smith, R.F.D. 5, Lakeport
SCHOOL SIGNALS
No school signal on fire alarm at 7:30 a. m. and 12:15
p. m.
1-1-1 dismisses grades 1-6.
1-1-1-1-1-1 dismisses all grades including the high
school.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
To secure the best education in the public schools under
the laws of the State of New Hampshire and within an
appropriation granted by a body of city fathers is the
duty of a school board in our City on the Lakes.
The members of the present Board have endeavored
to fulfill this duty and have had the hearty and kind co-
operation of all teachers and others in. the exercise of their
respective occupations connected with our schools. All have
been mindful that the youth of today need special super-
vision for health, leisure time, or extra-curricula activities,
as well as the instruction we of an older generation experi-
enced.
Some changes were necessitated from the original bud-
get submitted early in the city calendar year. While the
system is not materially impaired and we shall be able to
remain within the appropriation and income for the school
year, we anticipate financial prosperity thus insuring pupils
more attention through smlaller classes.
There is still the same crowded condition at the high
school which has been reported increasing each year. As
a temporary measure a committee of teachers and the Sup-
erintendent have arranged a new schedule to be adopted
the second semester, and by this the Auditorium will not
be used for a study hall.
We appreciate your co-operation for the investigations
and affirmative vote to apply to the Public Works Adminis-
tration for a grant to aid in the construction of a Practical
Arts building adjoining the present high school building.
And we await with considerable interest the result of the
application.
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For two years we have been considering the needs and
best means of providing relief for the over-crowded con-
dition at the high school against the day when opportunity
might appear. We believe that in the tentative plans sub-
mitted during the fall of 1933, there is a building which
should with the present building provide a plant worthy
of the approval and support of all citizens who are interested
in posterity.
The proposed building would contain work shops and
laboratories for the mechanic arts department, all the home
economics department, ample provision for the commercial
department, which today is the most congested and'^ has the
least room of any department ; and there would also be
space for the cafeteria and for music. So, the elimination
of noises, vibrations, and odors in the present building
would be a great improvement for interesting recitation
periods and quiet study periods. Then, the present audi-
torium can be increased to a thousand seating capacity by
the removal of the folding partitions.
With the present gymnasium used exclusively for girls
and the gymnasium in the proposed building for boys
greater advantages would be provided for classes in physical
education, benefitting more pupils than the time allows now
when the one floor must be used by both instructors for
class work and in training their teams for competitive
matches.
Then, the new gymnasium with a seating capacity of
approximately 700 and provision whereby class room corri-
dors could be closed, much of the police duty necessary
today could be dispensed with.
Yes, there will be additional expense in a proportionate
degree as the school family is larger. But unless our city
grows beyond what we can ordinarily conceive, I do not
believe the maintenance will be excessive. The system
needs a few more teachers for the benefit of the pupils, and
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our headmaster is amply qualified to manage the well or-
ganized departments and pupils.
The two buildings would be connected by a tunnel
and heated from a central plant. With the prospect of these
improvernents there is also a possibility that the old store-
house in back may go too, and the view over the athletic
field to those beautiful pines on the embankment will be
undisturbed. It is most gratifying to know that the CWA
project on Butler Street calls for a drain and retaining wall
that will improve the north side of the athletic field.
This has been a very icy winter, and I should like
to convey through this medium our appreciation to the
Board of Public Works for delivering sand to the dififerent
buildings to use on the school walks.
We recommend to all citizens the careful study of the
financial statement and report, especially due consideration
of Table No. 4, and the citation of probable expense for
repairs the coming year; as prepared by our agent, Super-
intendent John S. Oilman.
In behalf of the School Board of Laconia.
(signed) Mertie C. Lougee,
Chairman
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Year Ending June 30, 1933
Receipts
Income from local taxation
:
For the support of schools $100,0CX).00
For the payment of principal of debt 11,250.00
For the payment of interest on debt 5,062.50
For the payment of per capita tax 3,388.00
$119,700.00
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From sources other than taxation:
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Outlay for construction and equipment
Alterations of old buildings 156.60
New equipment 636.32
Debt, Interest and other charges
Payments of principal of debt 11,250.00
Payments of interest on debt 5,062.50
Evening school 1,196.29
$127,751.23
Cash on hand at end of year (June 30, 1933) 11.52
$127,762.75
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board of Laconia:
Particular attention is called to Table No. 1, which
shows the average membership in the public schools since
the school system was organized on the 6-6 plan in 1923.
If every parent and tax payer in the city would study this
table without any doubt the false rumors such as "there
are no more pupils in our schools than there were ten years
asfo" would cease.
Table No. 1.
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1927-1928 863 270 336 1469
1928-1929 882 285 346 1513
1929-1930 877 285 364 1526
1930-1931 870 285 424 1579
1931-1932 903 324 480 1707
1932-1933 893 318 580 1791
During these ten years there was an increase in mem-
bership of 486, or 7)7%. The increase in the elementary
schools was less than 20%, while the gain in the six years of
the high school was 343 pupils or 62%.
The increase of approximately 20% in the elementary
schools and of more than 60% in the high school shows
1. That the growth of the grades was probably about
the same as the growth in the population of the city.
2. That more boys and girls are entering high school.
3. That boys and girls are staying in high school
longer.
The increase and retention of pupils in the high school
are due to three factors:
1. Pupils are attracted by the practical arts courses.
2. The desire on the part of boys and girls, and of
their parents, to secure a complete high school education
or as much of the high school course as possible.
3. Decrease of employment for children.
In all probability there will not be any increased enroll-
ment in the elementary schools unless there is a considerable
growth in the city's population.
Theoretically, if all boys and girls in the city sought
the advantages of a high school education, the enrollment
in grades 9 to 12 should be 50% of the entire enrollment
7-8





1. Average membership 1392 1791
2. Current costs of schools $120,068.87 $111,428.73
3. Average cost per pupil 86.26 62.22
4. Average cost per pupil for
Teachers' salaries 56.76 43.88
5. Average cost per pupil for
books and supplies 3.96 2.49
6. Average number of pupils
per teacher
Grades 1-6 30 31
Grades 7-8 31 29
Grades 9-12 15 23
The average number of pupils per teacher in the junior
and senior high schools in New Hampshire last year was
18. In Laconia last year this average was 26. This year
it will be considerably larger, as there is one less teacher
and 50 more pupils.
The Laconia teachers are carrying heavier pupil loads,
many of them under decidedly unfavorable working condi-
tions, at lowered salaries, than they were in 1926.
Economy should be practiced, and it always has been
in the schools of Laconia, yet if it is carried too far it
becomes "false economy" and lowered standards result.
The people of Laconia who have a real interest in the
welfare of the schools should, and probably do, realize that
the efHciency of the schools cannot be maintained with con-
stantly increasing numbers of pupils and decreasing expen-
ditures.
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
If twenty-five pupils may be taken as the number in the
elementary schools with which a teacher can do the most
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efficient work and 35 in one grade as the maximum number
for anywhere near efficient work, it can readily be seen
that several of the elementary teachers have too many
pupils for any amount of individual attention.
Academy Street
First grade membership 38





Owing to the increased number in the fourth grade
it was necessary to transfer some of this grade to Batchelder
Street. It will be necessary probably to open another room
in this building next year or to transfer all of the fourth
grade to Batchelder Street and open another room in that
building.
It will soon be necessary to make thorough repairs on
the roof of this building as it has been giving considerable
trouble for some time.
Batchelder Street
Fourth and Fifth grades 34
Fifth grade 42
Sixth grade 43
If another school is to be opened the room should be
painted and a few other repairs should be made around
the building. The yard was greatly improved by filling in
and levelling the area around the pine trees. The play-
ground can be further improved by developing! the land on
the lot acquired by the city a few years ago.
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Gilford Avenue
First and iSecond 36
Third and Fourth grades 40
Fifth and Sixth grades 38
Here each teacher has two grades and a large number
of pupils.
Considerable painting and freshening are needed. The
play ground should be improved as has been recommended
in former reports.
Harvard Street
First and Second grades 30
Second and Third grades 31
Third and Fourth grades 33
Fifth grade 33
Sixth grade 31
]\Iiss Shirley Dow who had taught in the first grade
for seventeen years resigned last summer. This is the only
change in the elementary schools from last year.
Most efficient results cannot be secured in this building
until the unused room is re-opened.
Mechanic
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Washington Street
First and Second grades 39
Third and Fourth grades 36
Fifth and Sixth grades 25
Owing to the decreased numbers in this building and
the necessity for reducing expenses wherever possible if
the full school year was to be maintained, it became neces-
sary to put two grades in each room.
Miss Atwood was transferred from the first grade
to Harvard Street. This should not be a permanent ar-
rangemlent for another teacher will be needed at this build-
ing as both the fifth and sixth grades are small this year.
The Weirs School
First grade 3 Second 3
Third 1 Fourth 2
Fifth 4 Sixth 3
This is the 29th year that Mrs. George has taught in
this building and her influence has thus extended into the
second generation in some instances.
It will be necessary to re-cover the roof of this building
next summer.
The work of the elementary schools, both in the funda-
mental subjects and in music and drawing, is well done and
satisfactory results are secured.
THE HIGH SCHOOL
Five new teachers began work in the fall : Miss Bujnie-
vicz, French and History; Mr. Hobson, Applied Mathe-
matics and Coaching; Mr. Kinney, Biology, Commercial
Geography, and Coaching; Miss McCrillis, Arithmetic,
Stenography, and Typewriting; Mr. Spencer, Bookkeeping,
and Commercial Geography.
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Miss Marston, who had taught History for several
years, resigned in December and her place was taken by
Miss Park.
Several of the teachers are carrying altogether too
heavy pupil loads. At least two teachers should be added
to the staff next year.
In spite of the extra burdens that most of the teachers
are carrying, they have devoted themselves wholeheartedly
and without complaint to their work and their spirit of
co-operation has been praiseworthy.
During the last five years the State Department of
Education has conducted scholarship contests at the Keene
and Plymouth Normal Schools. There are nearly one
hundred high schools in the state and each school may enter
three teams of three students each in a wide variety of
subjects.
In 1929 Laconia High School won first place in English
Grammar and second place in Home Economics and Mec-
hanic Arts.
In 1930, first place in United States History and second
place in Spelling and Mechanic Arts.
In 1931, first place in Mechanic Arts.
In 1932, first place in English Grammar and third in
U. S. History, with a tie for third place with two other
schools in Home Economics.
In 1933, first place in Home Economics and second
place in French.
This record shows ,five first places, five second places,
one third place and a tie for third place or twelve out of
fifteen possible places.
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During the last ten years the number of graduates has
1924
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But the biggest job of the modern high school concerns
the majority of the boys and girls enrolled, many of whom
will not complete the four years for various reasons, and
most of whom have no definite plans after leaving school.
This group for the most part will do the every day work
of their community and need to understand there may
be dignity in such work.
Their education should be so planned that they \Yill
be happy in doing their work. They need to be taught how
to become useful citizens, how to use to advantage their
leisure time; in short, how best to use their talents and
how to make the most of what life has in store for them.
The community should be responsible for providing for
each child the kind and amount of high school education
that his ability and his needs warrant.
In General
It is to be regretted that the evening school had to
be given up this year, as there was a considerable demand
for its continuance. An effort was made to start classes
with CWA funds but it was imfiossible to find unemployed
teachers who could teach commerce and mechanic arts for
which the demand came.
The high school orchestra again won first place in the
All-State contest last spring. The work of both the orches-
tra and the glee clubs has been very meritorious.
A pupil from the high school won first place in the
prize speaking contest sponsored by the University of New
Hampshire. In the poster contest sponsored by the State
Federation of Woman's Clubs first prize was won for the
seco"nd successive year by a senior girl.
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Laconia High School was presented the Phi Kappa
Phi Scholarship Award last year by the University of New
Hampshire, given each year to the school whose graduates
have the highest scholarship averages as Freshmen at the
University.
The great weakness in the school system, as a whole,
is the high percentage of failures in one or more subjects
from year to year, due in a large measure to laziness and
indifference on the part of too many pupils and to the
failure on the part of many parents to co-operate with the
teachers in requiring their boys and girls to do thoroughly
the work assigned to them.
Parents are urged to familiarize themselves with con-
ditions at school, with the work required of their children,
and to co-operate in having this work done in the best
manner the ability of the individual child warrants.
The health work in the schools is carried on efficiently
through the co-operation of teachers, the school nurse, the
medical fraternity, and the hospital. All members of the
medical fraternity have been most co-operative and have
given freely of their time and their services. Several or-
ganizations have generously paid necessary expenses. About
two hundred fifty children are being supplied with milk
at recess. This milk is paid for by funds received from
the State.
Appreciation is also expressed to all other organiza-
tions and individuals who have contributed to the welfare
of our boys and girls.
Respectfully subniitte3,




The graduating exercises of the class of 1933 were
held at the Laconia High School Auditorium, Monday, June
12th at 8 p. m.
Program
Music, War Anarch of the Priests from "Athalia"
Mendelssohn
High School Orchestra
Prayer Rev. H. Carl Steinheimer
Music, May Day Dance Hadley
Orchestra
Salutatory and Essay "Our International Friendship Club"
*Nina Eulela Brooks




Music, Baritone Solo, In a Monastery Garden Ketelbey
Arthur Kenneth Day
Class Oration, "The Machine Age"
fRAYMOND Martin Elliott
Essay, "Art in the Laconia Schools"
Margaret Eleanor 'Stewart
Essay and Valedictory, "Hyacinths for the Soul"
*EiLEEN Rita McLaughlin
Music, A Song of Summer Conte
Orchestra
Presentation of Diplomas
Mrs. Mertie C. Lougee
Chairman of Laconia School Board
*Scholarship Hanor tElected by Class
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To the Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council
of Laconia:
Another year has passed and we are again making our
annual report and asking in behalf of the Laconia Hos-
pital your co-operation and assistance in carrying forward
this work. Its condition today needs your generous con-
tributions as never before in its history. With a constant
increase in the work to be done, we find its present quarters
inadequate and it is impossible to care for many that seek
and are in need of the services that a good hospital can
render.
More room must soon be provided and we must depend
on the city of Laconia to do all in their power to do in order
that the work of our hospital may be continued.
It is our duty to care for the sick and suffering and
to do it in the right way. We have today a well managed
hospital. It stands in Class A and we want to keep it there
and if possible make it better.
The reports of Miss L. G. Williams, superintendent
and N. Joy Harriman, Treasurer follow this statement, and
are worthy of the careful reading of all who are interested
in the work of our hospital.
LACONIA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION,
CHARLES H. HOPKINS, President
WILLIAM F. KNIGHT, Secretary
N. JOY HARRIMAN, Treasurer
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111 the records of the Laconia Hospital Association




We hereby set apart this page in our book of records
to the memory of our beloved friend and associate
STANTON OWEN
We do this in greatful recognition and with a deep
sense of appreciation for the life he lived in this com-
munity. We loved him as a friend we had complete con-
fidence in his honesty and ability. W^e were guided by his
advice that we often souoht.
He was always ready to do his full share in every
worthy effort that would in any way tend towards the
improvement and upbuilding of our city.
The influence of such a noble life will live and bring
rich benefits to the generations that are to follow us.
A wide circle of friends he knew and loved so well, will
long cherish his memory and deeply mourn his departure.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
LACONIA HOSPITAL
To the President and Board of Trustees:.
The past year has been a trying one, principally be-
cause of crowded conditions throughout the hospital. The
adage of the old street car, "always room for one more",
ceases to be a joke.
Every available space has been utilized, extra beds in
wards and room on the third floor have been used. Patients
having X-ray series or J\Ietabolism test have used a room
which was fitted up in basement.
We have encroached on Nurses Home by holding our
clinics in class room and meetings of Staff, Trustees and
Training School committee in their living room.
The purchasing of the Page property by the Trustees
and prospects of building on this land, a larger and better
appointed Nurses Home is most encouraging and cannot
be realized too soon.
In June a complete new Diex X-ray and deep theraphy
machine was installed, requiring new lines and a 25 K. V. A.
transformer. A portable x-ray for service to patients who
cannot be brought to x-ray room was also purchased. Our
Campbell Flourscope was entirely reconditioned. We now
have a very modern x-ray department.
Necessary equipment has been added to our Laboratory
enabling this department to give complete service for any
type of Laboratory work.
A new iSanborn Metabolism outfit is giving splendid
satisfaction.
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The work in these departments has tripled itself during
the last six months.
Last March, Dr. Melba Stewart of Lincoln, Nebraska
joined our hospital family as resident Physician for these
departments. Also the service of Technician and a student
Nurse has been added.
Other changes in the Hospital Personnel have been
that of Dietician-Housekeeper, the present one being a grad-
uate of the New Hampshire State University.
Both the night Supervisor and the Supervisor on second
floor are graduates of this school.
The Operating room Supervisor is a graduate of the
New England Deaconess Hospital also was for three and
one half years at the New England Baptist Hospital in
Boston in same capacity she now holds.
The following new equipment was purchased for the
Operating room
:
McKesson motor driven suction and Ether Vapor
machine.
Drummond Transfusion outfit, which from results ob-
tained has proven its value.
A larger steam fitted Listrument Sterilizer. A hot and
cold water tank with distill attached. The latter being paid
for by the Hospital Aid.
Convenient cupboards in Nurses work room were built
by Janitor, who also made a second Incubator for Nursery
and a view box for x-ray room.
The usual painting and repairs in hospital have been
necessary. The Nurses Home required repairs on Dormer
windows and painting of outside woodwork.
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On recommendation of Inspector of Elevator the cables
were renewed.
We are delighted that a new approach to the hospital
has been made a CWA project and that by Spring we may
realize this long felt need.
In addition to the Prenatal and Orthopedic clinics held
as last year, a diagnostic cancer clinic was organized by
Dr. Charles Duncan of Concord, Secretary of State Board
of Health. These are held monthly, four doctors on stafif
alternating in conducting same.
The monthly staff meetings have had an average at-
tendance of a little better than seven. Aside from dis-
cussing the monthly Analysis of the hospital records, the
doctors in rotation have provided clinical programs for each
mieeting, and matters pertaining to the good of the hospital
have been considered.
Our doctors have been most generous in responding
to our various requests for their services. Eight doctors
have given courses of lectures to students, covering one
hundred and thirty-six hours.
The Training School Committee have miet practically
every month to consider the interest of school of nursing.
In October a class of six students graduated.
The splendid banquet given at the Laconia Tavern for
the graduates and hospital faculty was much appreciated and
the enjoyable program and evening spent together will ever
remain a pleasant memory. The following night the com-
mencement exercises were held in the High School Audi-
torium. The address was given by the Hon. James N.
Pringle, State Commissioner of Edcuation.
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Four of the graduating class have remained at the
hospital doing general floor duty. Two groups of Prelim-
inary students were admitted, in March and October. Our
present enrollment of students is twenty-six. This past
year we have been able to give students practical work in
x-ra}', laboratory and diet kitchen.
Our loyal supporters, the Hospital Aid, have earned
over eight hundred dollars and paid for furnishing and
supplies for the hospital to more than seven hundred and
seventy-five dollars. In addition to this the hospital Bands
have furnished the articles for which their Band was re-
sponsible and having had an average of forty-eight patients
per day, this demand has greatly increased. It seems most
fitting that we should pay tribute to Mrs. Dennis O'Shea,
who was the originator of these Bands, and always mani-
fested her interest in the hospital ; her memory will ever
linger with the history of the Bands.
The m'onthly meeting of Trustees have kept you in
closer touch with hospital activities and your interest has
been appreciated.
For the accomplishments of the past year I wish to
share the credit of same with my co-workers.
Respectfully submitted,
LILLIAN G. WILLIAMS, Supt.
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STATISTICAL REPORT
Number of patients admitted 1933 1759
Number of days' service given 1933 17,461
Average number of patients per day 48
Obstetrical cases 187
Total babies 172
Medical cases • 391
Surgical cases ' 1349
Children, medical, 215; surgical 347; total 562
Number of operations performed 1349
Number of X-rays taken 1266
Number of X-ray treatments 48
Numlber of out patients 1479
Number of patients discharged 1771
Number of patients discharged well 1217
Number of patients discharged improved 152
Number of deaths 65
Number of state aid cases 98
Number of County cases . 129
Number of City cases 27
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TREASURER'S REPORT
N. Joy Harriman, Treasurer
For the year ending December 31, 1933
Cash on hand January 1, 1933 $3,397.57
Receipts
Town and City Appropriations
City of Laconia $4,000.00
Town of Meredith 250.00
Town of Center Harbor 250.00
Town of Sandwich 200.00
Town of Belmont 200.00
Town of Sanbornton 100.00
Town of Moultonboro 250.00
Town of Gilford 75.89
Gifts
A Friend 30.00
Women's Progress Club, Meredith 5.00
Camp Winaukee 20.00
Thanksgiving Service 5.27
Mrs. Harriet H. Cook 10.00
Old Timers Baseball Game 5.30
Care of Patients 40,484.39
X-ray Laboratory 9,635.62
Operating Room and Etherizing 6,346.00
Delivery Room and Care of Babies '. 1,810.74
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Board of Special Nurses 2,185.92
Hospital and Surgical Supplies 1,913.52
Income: Estate of Willis P. Odell, J. F. Beede,
Trustee 250.00
Interest on funds 7,440.68
Laconia Savings Bank—Equipment note 5,000.00




Payroll for faculty nurses and employes $30,265.70
Provisions 13.231.46
Water, ice, fuel, gas and electricity 5,790.05
House and surgical supplies 12,094.68
Freight, express, telephone and office supplies 1,250.66
Repairs and equipment 3,509.84
Interest on notes 2,869.75
Note paid Laconia Savings Bank 1,500.00
Equipment note paid Laconia Savings Bank 5,000.00
Clerical 300.00
High street property 3,500.00
New X-Ray equipment 4,706.71
Insurance 970.25
Miscellaneous 1,395.99




Endowments, Bequests and Contributions
Elbridge G. Folsom fund $21,435.22
Mary A. Baskell fund 136.00
Ann E. Hall fund 100.00
Julia A. Ladd fund 2,180.00
James B. Hinds fund 500.00
Samuel H. Blaisdell fund 1,670.38
Samuel W. Rollins fund 5,000.00
Elizabeth W. Stevens fund 1,000.00
Albert G. Folsom fund 2,000.00
Daniel A. Tilton fund 4,980.58
Samuel A. Brown fund 29,400.00
Nancy B. Randlett fund 4,895.00
Mary J. Colby fund 5,000.00
Thomas H. Worrall fund 100.00
Edward E. Taylor fund 10,000.00
Sarah Davison fund 5,000.00
Clara J. Chase fund 500.00
Ellen M. Jones fund 2,000.00
William H. Seavey fund 802.55
William Esty fund 1,000.00
Woodbury L. Melcher fund 6,000.00
Ella A. KHng fund 15.00
Radcliff Brown fund 2,000.00
Joseph S. Morrill fund 5,000.00
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Nellie Whitcher fund 1,000.00
Annie Leavitt fund 1,000.00
William H. Sanborn fund 5,000.00
William H. Sanborn fund 1,116.55
Anna M. Wilcox fund 100.00
Jessie Merrill Sr. fund 700.00
Alfred V. Lincoln fund 5,000.00
Alfred V. Lincoln fund 1,250.00
J. W. x\shman fund 500.00
Maria A. Doe fund 250.00
Mrs. Laura A. Sleeper fund 10,090.39
Mrs. R. F. Butler fund 1,000.00
Mrs. Lucy H. Odell fund .- 5,000.00
Mrs. Idella Story fund 2.500.00
Mrs. Laura W. Coe fund 1.000.00
W. J. Bellamy fund 100.00
Edmund Little fund 5,000.00
Mary Ida Goodspeed fund 890.15
Edward A. Perkins fund 2.202.92
Sarah J. Roberts fund 500.00
L. Jennie Graves fund 500.00
$155,414.74
REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Hon. Mayor and City Council:
The report of the Board of Health is herewith sub-
mitted for approval.
During- the past year the work has been conducted
along" the usual lines and there have been no epidemics of
contagious diseases, with only the average amount of con-
tagious cases requiring quarantine.
The Board of Health would offer the following rec-
ommiendations
:
1. Establishment of a sewage disposal plant to replace
the present method of disposal of sewage.
2. The appointment of a full time milk inspector at
sufficient salary to allow for more adequate milk inspection.
3. The establishment of a city garbage incinerator.
E. J. GAGE, M. D., Secretary.
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REPORT OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
For year 1933






Home visits, (instructive) 66
Recepits for city cases $26.25
REGIS N. LEAVITT, R. N.
REPORT OF THE MILK INSPECTOR
Milk inspection work in Laconia proceeded in 1933 as
in former years. As much as possible was accomplished
under the handicap of lack of time and up-to-date laboratory
equipment.
This year as in former years more cooperation between
health officials and milk producers would mean better results
in milk inspection work and a better product for the con-
sumer.
The primary purpose of the milk inspection work is
to protect the consun:er. A secondary object is to acquaint
the dealers and producers with modern methods and con-
veniences in the producing and processing of milk for the
consuming public.
Milk is a perishable product. Very little time elapses
between production and consumption. Therefore, real ade-
quate supervision of the production of milk in any city
means year-round inspection.
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Last fall the Rotary club gave the mtilk inspector op-
portunity to speak to its menibers about the work here in
Laconia. There was much interest shown in the report
given.
It is felt that if the other branches of city government
would readily cooperate with the Board of Health officials,





Classification of dairies according to score. Several
were below GO'/o when first inspected but on second inspec-
tion were above.
Score 60-65% 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85 85-90
Number 21 23 51 6 3 5
Samples of milk and cream analyzed 211
Samples unsatisfactory (high bacteria counts) 12
Samples unsatisfactory (too much dirt) 23
Samples unsatisfactory (below standards) 9
Inspection details
Stores, restaurants, etc., inspected 95
Stores, restaurants ,etc., re-inspected 10
Wagons and trucks (milk) inspected 81
Visits to dairies 209
Dairies scored ^*^
Visits to creameries 1'
Licenses
Number of licenses granted to stores, etc 83
Number of licenses granted to producers, dealers 85
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Number of licenses held up for improvements by
producers 1
2
Number of licenses granted to dealers 11
Number of licenses refused • 1
MATERNITY CLINIC
The State Bo?rd of Health, Division of Maternity,
Infancy and Child Hygiene in cooperation with the
County Commissioners has conducted a monthly clinic at
the Laconia Hospital for expectant mothers who were not






Dr. J. Russell Perley is the physician in attendance.
Transportation has been provided by the Woman's
Clubs of Lakeport and Laconia.
CHILD HEALTH CONFERENCE
The State Board of Health, Division of Maternity, In-
fancy and Child Hygiene conducted a Child Health Con-
ference in Lakeport October 17th in cooperation ^vith the
Woman's Club.
Children examined under 1 year of age 8
Children examined 1 to 6 years of age 78
Children with physical defects 74
Number defects found 122
Number defects corrected 8
The examining physicians were Dr. E. J. Gage, Dr.




REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
To the Honorable Mayor and Members of tho City Council:
GALE MEMORIAL LIBRARY
During the past few years we have all been united in
the thought that economy should be practiced in every
possible way in the management of municipal affairs. While
this curtailing was necessary, it has wrought hardship in
some departments, especially in the work of libraries. If
they have appropriated only enough to pay the actual ex-
pense for maintenance, and a meagre allowance for the
purchase of new books the usefulness of such a library
must soon be crippled.
Those out of employment need and should have some-
thing to occupy their time and how better can their time
be employed than in reading good l)Ooks. With the large
increase in circulation books wear out very fast and libraries
mu.4 have funds to kee]^ up the supply and in addition
readers should have the new books that are constantly
being issued.
It is the hope of your trustees that in the coming year
a reasonable increa.'ie will be made in the appropriation.
In the purchase of new books we welcome your sug-
gestions and continue to ask the advice and co-operation of
all who are interested in the work of our library.
Those living today who knew Napoleon B. Gale to
whom we are indebted for the gift of our beautiful library
building and the large fund so helpful in the work of its
maintenance will best appreciate this rich heritage. His
life was spent in saving and we who are living today are
rich'y benefited by his frugality. Do we not owe him some
recognition? How can we better pay tribute to his memory
than by appropriating a sum sufficent to enable your trustees
to keep your library in gccd repair.
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A TRIBUTE TO STANTON OWEN
For many years he was closely identified with the work
of our libraries, always interested and helpful, discharging
faithfully and well every duty that required his attention.
He was a good citizen, loved and respected by a wide circle
of friends and in his death the City of Laconia has met
with a great loss. He will be greatly missed by those
who were associated with him on our board of trustees. His
advice and assistance were always helpful in the management
of the afifairs of our library.
He heVl n^iany positions of trust and responsibility,
and in the discharge of every duty that was entrusted to his
care not a word was ever spoken that would in any way
reflect on his honor or honesty.
The life lived by him was a power for good in this
community and its influence will be felt by many who will
live in the years that are to come.
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
To the Board of Trustees of the Laconia Public Library:
I herewith submit my report as treasurer of the Laconia
Public Library for the year ending February 15, 1934, as
follows
:
Cash on hand February 15, 1933 $49.50
Received from Estate of Napoleon B. Gale 2,834.65
Received from, City of Laconia 4,827.00
Received from fines, etc. 414.62
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William Esty Fund
On hand February 15, 1933 150.69
Income 42.50
$193.19
Expended for books 60.00
Balance on hand February 15, 1934 $133.19
Julia S. Busiel Fund
On hand February 15. 1933 $55.14
Income 25.00
$80.14
Expended for replacements 38.00
Balance on hand February 15, 1934 $42.14
John W. Ashman Fund
On hand February 15, 1933 $36.46
Income 25.00
$61.46
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TRUST FUND5
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
To the Auditor of the City of Laconia:




Name Fund Expsnded On Hand
E. P. Crockett - _ 200.00 6.00 10.44
John F. Crockett 186.00 6.00 22.56
Julia S. Crooker 250.00 12.75 20.35
Charles C. Davis 200.00 8.00 12.36
Kurt G. Davis 150.00 10.00 5.07
Rhoda F. Davis 300.00 22.10 92.48
Annie A. Dearborn 100.00 4.00 7.56
James Dorsey 100.00 3.00 .95
John H. Dow 50.00 2.00 1.58
Mary A. Dow-Bean 100.00 3.00 10.07
A. L. & L. A. Drake 100.00 9.73
Eunice A. Drake 50.00 2.00 1.39
Thomas S. Eastman 100.00 6.00 1.45
Frank Edgerly 200.00 10.00 6.24
Dana H. Elliott 125.00 6.00 2.22
Franklin Elliott 200.00 10.00 21.07
E. P. & I. A. Ellsworth 125.00 5.00 2.15
" (New Fund Added) 75.00
Fannie D. Emerson '00.00 4.00 2.56
Elizabeth Farrar iOO.OO 6.00 2.09
Nathan T. Fogg 50.00 6.00 3.80
Freeman A. Follett lOO.OO 7.40 2.54
John C. Folsom 150.00 8.00 3.42
Robert S. Foss 100.00 4.56
Charles E. Frye 100.00 4.00 3.32
Joseph F. Frye 100.00 4.00 6.06
Jessie F. Garmon 200.00 12.45 9.83
Eri C. George 100.00 4.00 3.33
Rinnie A. Gi^man 100.00 5.00 3.39
Sarah E. Gladding 50.00 4.36
Amy Cora Goodwin 300.00 6.00 43.87
Fred Goss 100.00 5.00 7.99
Edward K. Gove 100.00 4.00 1.16
James R. Gray 175.00 21.00 5.34
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Name Fund Expended On Hand
Vinson E. Hadley 100.00 4.00 7.47
Martha L. Haines 50.00 2.00 1.29
Eugene S. Harriman 200.00 4.00 3.05
Charles A. Harvell 200.00 10.00 13.99
Eleanor W. Hatch 100.00 4.00 2.01
Emma F. Hawkins 200.00 10.00 28.60
Caroline M. Haywai'i 150.00 17.10 5.45
Frank D. Hill 200.00 4.00 14.70
Edward J. Hurley 100.00 2.50 7.92
Vernon Hutchins 100.00 3.00 2.24
Abigail E. Hutchinsor. 200.00 10.00 24.97
Louie B. Ingalls 200.00 10.00 29.32
Mary L. Jameson 100.00 6.00 3.73
Ann M. Jewell 200.00 20.00 38.10
Stephen S. Jewett 200.00 (New Fund) 3.50
Nathan Johnson 100.00 4.00 4.11
John Knowlton 75.00 2.00 13.49
Oliver Knowlton 50.00 2.00 1.43
Annie M. Ladd 200.00 12.00 14.92
Harlan P. Ladd 125.00 4.00 3.29
D. F. Lakeman 50.00 2.00 2.36
Eliza Lamprey 100.00 4.00 4.73
William H. Lamprey 100.00 4.00 .44
E. Lettie Lane 100.00 4.00 10.42
Martin L. Lane 100.00 4.00 2.03
Martin L. Lane 100.00 4.00 1.95
Charles Lovett 100.00 4.00 3.22
John W. Mathes 200.00 8.00 14.09
Jesse Merrill 100.00 5.00 5.10
George E. Morrison 150.00 6.00 1.91
Charles E. Neal 100.00 4.00 6.47
A. M. Oliver 100.00 4.00 4.09
T. Frederick Page 100.00 4.00 3.33
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Name Fund Expended On Hand
Theodore B. Hillerdt 100.00 3.00 12.02
Herbert F. Hoyt 100.00 3.15 23.71
Mary B. Lang 200.00 3.15 36.79
Ida G. Lougee 50.00 1.50 8.72
Ada F. Lyford 100.00 3.05 19.89
Adelia G. Maxfield 100.00 3.45 44.51
Candace Quimby Maynard 400.00 17.68 19.47
Martha B. Nelson 100.00 3.55 43.17
Willis P. Odell 300.00 3.00 4.90
(New Fund)
Charles J. Pike 200.00 14.70 60.15
Victoria I. Robie 200.00 7.90 70.33
Shepard Rowe 100.00 19.00 28.17
Addie R. Russell 100.00 1.50 Z.7Z
Fred C. Sanborn 100.00 6.05 3.S.08
Rueben C. Sanborn 100.00 4.28 30.74
Moses Sargent 100.00 12.50 1.24
Alice D. Seaverns 100.00 3.43 26.70
J. Frank Sleeper 100.00 3.25 28.36
Adelaide I. Smith 100.00 New Fund
Rueben P. Smith 50.00 1.50 4.51
Oliver C. Taylor 300.00 5.65 61.27
Edwin D. Ward 300.00 8.45 74.13
Mary R. Watson 50.00 1.50 10.03
Everett K. Wilkinson 100.00 -3.15 21.68
Dow Cemetery
Mary M. Dow 200.00 28.63
Meredith Bridge Cemetery
John & F. F. Eastman 100.00 6.00 6.92
Helen F. Mallard 300.00 9.00 28.62
A. H. Messer 100.00 6.00 6.48
Olive J. Prescott 500.00 15.00 47.76
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Name Fund Expended On Hand
Round Bay Cemetery
Lydia F. Smith 100.00 12.00 17.94
St. Lambert Cemetery
Ellen B. Campbell
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The Trustees will do all they can to secure the best
of care for the lots in their charg-e, but at the present time,
when even cemeteries are operated under the NRA and at
the same time the banks are no longer paying 4% dividends,
the lots with the smaller trust funds may not go through
the season looking as well as one might wish, but the public
may rest assured that it is the trustees aim- to please as far
as it is humanly possible.
OSCAR L. HOYT, Chairman.
CARL F. BLAISDELL,
LILLIAN PAGE DOW, Sec. & Treas.
FIRL DEPARTMENT
To His Honor the Mayor and City Council:
During the year 1933, the Fire Department responded
to two hundred fourteen calls for fire over the telephone
;
fifty-nine bell alarms, rung in from boxes on the system
and twenty-nine out of town calls.
Two false alarms were rung in.
A large percent of these fires were caused from de-
fective chimneys. There are a number of chim'neys in tene-
ment houses that should be built over. They are a fire
hazard to nearby buildings.
The fire-fighting equipment will need a lot of repairs
this coming year. The fire alarm system will also require
some replacements.
The buildings will have to be repaired and painted.
A small amount of fire fighting equipment should be
purchased each year. We must have rubber coats, fire hose
and chemical supplies. A reasonable appropriation should
be made each year so that the city would not have to ap-
propriate a large amount of money any year.
LIST OF FIRE APPARATUS
Laconia (Station
One American LaFrance pumper and hose wagon
capacity seven hundred and fifty gallons per minute.
One American LaFrance city service ladder truck.
One Combination Chemical hose wagon with portable
pumper attached.
Three thousand two hundred feet of two and a half
inch hose.
One thousand seven hundred feet of one and a half inch
hose.
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Lakeport Station
One American LaFrance six hundred gallon pumper
and hose wagon.
One Seagrave ladder truck city service type.
Four thousand two hunded feet of two a half inch hose.
The Weirs Station
One Comibination chemical and hose car.
Seventeen hundred and fifty feet of two and half
inch hose.
The city's fire alarm system is the Gamewell system with
fifty-eight boxes. A compressed air whistle system gives
the alarm.
As Fire Chief my officers and firemen appreciate the
cooperation and support we get from Chief Hubbard and
his men in discovering fires and helping to extinguish them.
With these two departments working together we will be
able to make a good showing preventing serious fires in our
city.
We also appreciate the interest our Mayor and
City Council have in our department. We commend them
for the good work they are doing to keep all departments
of our city efficient.
ARTHUR W. SPRING,
Chief of fire DLpartincnt.
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Personnel of the Fire Department
CHIEF, ARTHUR W. SPRING
Deputy, E. H. Kennedy
Deputy, E. C. Sargent
Deputy, H. H. Shorey
Deputy, J. H. Roucher




Ralph Neal Charles Fifield
Herbert Neal Ralph Fifield
Clarence Neal Arthur McGowan
Wilfred Bouley Fred Gonyer
Sub, Frederick E. Tilton




Earl Brough Edmund Mitchell
Emile St. Jacques Rev. Harrison Brann
Gardner Shorey Walter Stafford
Henry McMichael
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William Bechard Delphis Giguere
Arthur Oilman Henry Gagne
Harrison Sargent Merle Sargent
Walter Huse




Harold Tefft William Sheehan
Clarence Sheehan George Wallace
Talford Melvin Robert Heard
George Wallace, Jr.
Weirs Hose Co. No. 4
Captain, George W. Tarlson, Jr.
Lieutenant, W. E. Floyd
Clerk, W. T. Cole
H. W. Hill Fred Dearborn, Jr.
Robert Blake H. L. Smith
Gerald Macomber C. E. Davis
Bryan Avery
Permanent Drivers
Engine Co. No. 1, Elmer L Cutting
Chemical No. 1, Lazar F. Vallier
Hook & Ladder No. 1, Milo T. Saunders
Engine Co. No. 2, Peter Dagenais
Hook & Ladder No. 2, Walter Sanborn
.





14—Scott & Williams, Casino Square
15—High and Beaman streets
23—Laconia Car Co., Water street
24—Laconia Car Co., private
25—Main and Mill streets
26—Main and Court streets
27—Union Avenue and Mill street
28—'Water and Fair streets
35—^Adams street, opposite V. F. W. Home
41—Main and Lewis streets
42—Pleasant and Oak streets
43—Depot Square
44—Whipple Avenue and Cross street
45—Main and Harvard streets
46—Pleasant and Harvard streets
47—Main and Oak streets
48—Messer and Oak streets
49—Oak and McGrath streets
51—Gilford Avenue and Morrill street
52—Union avenue and Lyman street
53—'Church and Messer streets
54—Union Avenue and Davis Place
55—Winter and Hidiland streets
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56—Union Avenue and Spring street ,
57—Baldwin street Extension
58—Avery and Batchelder streets
59—Highland and Pine streets
61—New Salem and Cross streets
62—Court and West streets
63—Academy and Fair streets
65—Main and Province streets
67—Court and Academy streets
68—Fair and Charles streets
71—^Union Avenue and Messer street
72—Mechanic and Hawthorne streets
73—Union Avenue and Bridge street
74—Union Avenue and Clinton street
75—Manchester and Valley streets
76—Union avenue, near Pumping Station
77—Union Avenue and Chase Lumber Co.
78—Elm and Park streets
79—Scott & Williams, Lakeport
81—Stark and St. Katherine streets
82—Elm Street and Bayside Court
83—Sheridan and Appleton streets
84—Wood's Mill
85—Elm and Jefferson streets
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86—North and School streets
87—Ehn and School streets
89—Fairmount and Washington streets
212—Main and Grant streets
314—Hill and Pear streets
315—Gilford Avenue and Brook street
316—Main and Church streets
434—Weirs, near Pleasant View Hotel
435—Weirs, near Tarlson's Store
Signals
1—Test Signal struck daily at 12:30.
2—Given after an alarm denotes fire out.
3—School Signal struck at 7:30 or 12:15 dismisses
grades 1, 2, 3 and 4.
3-3—Dismisses all grades, including High.
3-3-3—Engineers' call for brush or out-of-town fire.




15—Successive strokes, Militia Call to Armory.
MOTOR VEHICLES
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit the thirteenth annual report of this
department for the year ending December 31, 1933.
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Laconia, N. H., February 15, 1934
To The Honorable Mayor and City Council:
We hereby submit the thirty-third annual report of the
Board of Public Works together with the report of the
City Engineer and Superintendent of Streets and iSewers
which sets forth certain recommendations and a detailed
account of all receipts and expenditures.
In so far as possible the routine maintenance work has
been carried forward assisted somewhat by labor furnished
by the Relief Department, but cuts in appropriations, nec-
essary, probably for the time being, have had serious effect
especially in maintenance of Macadam Streets and the up-
keep of concrete sidewalks.
The City of Laconia has a large investment in im-
proved streets and sidewalks which should be protected
by adequate maintenance. It is not economy to allow the
street surfaces to disintegrate and the sidewalks to become
rough and broken.
Whether any new construction is attempted or not, a
sufficient appropriation for maintenance is, in our judgment,
absolutely imperative.
In July, 1932, we issued an order cutting wages prac-
tically ten per cent, affecting all connected with the De-
partment and have operated on this basis since that time.
We have also effected still further reductions by cutting
hours of labor in many cases.
We are of the opinion that the time has come when
these cuts should be cancelled and wages restored.
The collection of ashes and waste has been conducted
under the terms of a contract since last Alay, and the
result of this arrangement has been very sa^tisfactory thus
far.
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Omission of the customary appropriation for graveling
streets in the outlying districts last year was supplied by
an apportionment from the State E, R. U. funds for Class
Five roads and approximately the same amount is expected
to be available for this purpose the ensuing year.
The Board recommends the following general appro-
priations for the ensuing year:
Bridge Repairs and Maintenance $ 700.00
Cleaning Catch Basins 1,500.00
Cleaning Streets 3,400.00
City Engineering 1,600.00
Cutting trees, grass, brush, etc 900.00
Insurance " 800.00
Highways and Bridges 17,000.00
Maintenance of Macadam 4,500.00
Drain repairs and maintenance 1,200.00
Sanding sidewalks 1,500.00












REPORT OF THE STREET, SEWER AND
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
To the Board of Public Works:
Gentlemen
:
The following is presented as the report of the Public
Works Department for the year ending February 15, 1934.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Department


















































































































































I$66 244.90;.'P16,209.361 $82,4.54.26] $S3,211.4S| $757.22*
"Indicates an overdraft
Bridges
We were able to paint the Fair Street and Messer
Street bridges using welfare labor mainly.
The foot bridge at Gold Street was also attended to.
No other extensive bridge repairs were needed.
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Drains
Drains were built on Warren Street, Elliott Street,
Butler Street, and on Marsh Hill Road as Civil Works
projects. The cost was mainly carried by the Federal
Government.
Repairs and maintenance of all drains were attended
to.
Graveling Roads
An allotment of $8,365.14 was made by the State to
put a gravel surface on Class 5 roads in this city and this
sum was expended on the following roads : Smith Road,
Roller Coaster Road, Morgan Road, Watson Road. Pitman
and Blueberry Road. Hilliard Road, White Oaks Road,
Bean Road. Trojano Road and Woodland Avenue. About
six miles of road surface was covered.
Collection of Ashes and Wast»
A contract for the collection of the ashes and waste
of the city was awarded to Mr. William G. Hamilton on
J\Iay 18th and satisfactory service has been rendered by him.
The cost to the city is less than the cost under the old method
of collection.
Sidewalks
1635 square yards of bituminious sidewalks were re-
covered and 2205 square yards of new sidewalk were laid
on Bowman, Street, Union Avenue, Lovell Street and Tower
Street.
Meredith-Parade Road
An appropriation of $5,000 made by the State Legis-
lature and $2,500 made by the City enabled us to construct
a section of this road. Drains and culverts were installed
and a substantial gravel surface was built. This section of
road should have a tar surface earlv in the season.
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General
The curtailed appropriations for various items of main-
tenance were helped out by labor furnished us by the wel-
fare department. It is estimated that 20,122 hours work
amounting to $6,707.50, at -SSy^ per hour were furnished
from this source. This work was rendered by men who
were receiving aid from the city and the city got something
in return for the necessary expenditure.
We were able to exchange two of our oldest trucks
for modern trucks equipped with snowplows which is a




City Engineer, Sitpt. of Streets and Scivcrs
Sewer Statistics
No. of house connections Feb. 15. 1933 2329
No. of house connections made in 1933 16
No. of house connections Feb. 15, 1934 2345
Cost of Sanitary Sewer System Feb. 15, 1933 $221,114.70
Expended 1933 (*) 277.54
Cost of Sanitary Sewer System Feb. 15, 1934 $221,392.24
(*) The sewer on Stark and St. Catherine Sts. was built as
a CWA project and cost not included.
Length of Sanitary Sewer System 30.79 miles
Lens^th of Surface Water Drains 24.44 miles
CITY SOLICITOR'S REPORT
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council, Laconia N. H.:
Gentlemen : The work of your Solicitor has this year been
confined mostly to the trial and disposal of Police Court
cases and the rendering of opinions to City officials.
There are now pending on the docket two cases in which
the City is involved; one is a case against the County to
recover for money expended for the support of a pauper
by the overseer of the poor during the years from 1924
to 1928 inclusive under a mistaken impression that the
matter was a City charge. This case is in the Supreme
Court, briefs have been filed and it will be argued
March 6th, 1934. The other suit is the City's petition vs.
Morris Zurlnick to abate a nuisance on Messer street.
The cases of Rebecca Houle vs. City of Laconia, and
Joseph Bolduc vs. City of Laconia have recently been dis-
missed, which leaves only one case on the docket.
The hearing on the petition of the Boston & Maine
railroad to discontinue it's train service on the Lakeshore
route was attended by your Solicitor.
Several weeks time was spent preparing the City's ap-
plication to the Federal Administration of Public Works
under the provisions of the National Recovery Act, for a
grant and / or loan of $164,000 for the erection of a
Mechanic Arts High School Building. The application was
submitted during January and is now awaiting action at
Washington.
My office is always open to those of the Public who





REPORT OP POLICE COMMISSIONERS
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
We respectfully submit the report of The Police Com-
mission and Chief of Police George N. Hubbard for the
year ending January 31, 1934.
You appropriated $22,000 for the use of The Police
Department during the year 1933. Later, however, it be-
came advisable to put the officers on eight hour shifts to
conform with the NRA. You therefore instructed us to
overdraw our appropriation. We returned approximately
$5,000 to the City Clerk in fines, costs and witness fees.
We also paid money to the state from fines for motor
vehicle violations and to the county from part of the fines
for liquor violations.
During the year we purchased an automobile which is
operated every night for patrol work. This has greatly
increased the efficiency of the department. We would es-
pecially call your attention to the fact that the department
maintains all traffic, office and station lights as well as mark-
ing and keeping painted the automobile parking spaces.
All repairs of equipment, stations and office are included
in our expenses. Food for prisoners is no sm'all item.
A casual glance of our financial report will show that
the actual cost of our department after deducting the amount
returned to the City Clerk was approximately $18,500.
We respectfully urge your careful reading of the
Chief's report which gives a comprehensive report of the
services rendered by The Police Department.
CHARLES J. PITMAN,
CLARENCE E. ROWE, '
JOHN M. QUAY,
Folice Convmission
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE




Over speeding auto 1
Operating auto without license 15
Operating auto while under influence of liquor 28
Reckless driving of auto 9
Selling spirituous liquors 6
Violation of fish and game laws 5
Exposing food to dust 1
Allowing unlicensed person to operate 7
Operating unregistered auto 3
Rape 2
Using indecent language 2
Impersonating an ofificer




Selling horse unfit for labor
Failing to stop at stop sign
Issuing check no funds
Total 297
How Disposed of
Paid fine and costs 114
Discharged by the Court 3
Committed to house of correction, non-payment 3
Committed to house of correction upon sentence 30
Committed to State Hospital 6
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Complaints placed on file 27
Complaints dismissed 12
Furnished bonds to appear at court 2
Furnished bonds to keep the peace 1
Suspended by paying fine 1
Suspended by paying costs 51
Appealed to Superior Court 8
Discharged without being brought before the Court 6
Complaint suspended 3
Bound over to Superior Court 10
Suspended sentence 5
Continued for sentence 5
Fine and costs suspended 5
Continued for sentence, pay costs 1
Placed on file on payment of costs 1
Found not guilty 3
Total 297
Lodgers
Number of persons furnished lodgings 1050
PRorERTY Stolen and Lost
Property reported stolen $3,925.50
Stolen property recovered 1,289.00
Property reported lost 338.75




Disturbances quelled without arrest 4
Dogs killed 9
Dangerous dogs, notice served to owners 20
Dangerous sidewalks reported 5
Dangerous streets reported 11
Breaks in water pipes reported 4
Fires extinguished without alarm 9
Fires discovered and alarms given 7
Fire alarms given 6
Assistance rendered to injured persons 5
Lost children restored to parents 21
Obstructions removed from streets 2
Store doors found open and secured 1011
Complaints received and investigated 530
Value of nierchandise found outside of stores $301.00
Searches made for Hquor, none found 31
Burglaries reported 24
Larcenies reported 26
Assisted out-of-town officers 31
Fires attended 38
Autos reported stolen 11
Autos reported found 9
Telephone duty calls 35,673
Telephone desk calls 6,289
Total telephone calls 41,962
Street lights reported out 516
GEORGE N. HUBBARD,
Chief of Police
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REPORT OF THE CLERK
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen: I herewith submit my annual report as
Clerk of the Municipal Court of Laconia.
The criminal cases broug'ht before the Court and dis-
posal of the same are shown in detail by the report of the
Chief of Police. The cash receipts of the Court and the
disposition of same summarize as follows
:
Receipts
Received from fines and costs $4,522.26
Writs, warrants and entry fees « 12.35
$4,534.61
Paid as Follows
Witness' and officers' fees $179.33






0VLR5LER OF THL POOR
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen
:
I herewith submit my report as Overseer of the Poor
for the year ending February 15, 1934.
The greater part of the calls for aid have been from
the unemployed, who have asked for work rather than for
the regular relief. Through the efforts of Mayor Carroll,
a large amount of Federal money has been alloted to Laconia
for public works, which have given employment to heads
of families, enabling them to earn part of their living
expenses.
Calls for old age assistance have increased so rapidly
that legislative action should be taken to protect the small
home owner from being over taxed to support an element
of society, many of whom have apparently made no effort
to provide for old age.
Through Federal decree, many disabled veterans have
been deprived of their pensions, which were their only
means of support, and being unable to work, have been
forced to ask for rehef.
Since July first, 1933, all relief work has been under
state supervision, the city paying 25 per cent of reHef
cost, and the remaining 75 per cent being paid from federal
and state funds.
For detailed information, refer to the financial report.
Respectfully submitted,
A. C. S. RANDLETT,
Overseer of Poor
REPORT OF TREE WARDEN
To His Honor the Mayor and City Council:
The shade trees on the different streets are drying up
and becomiing decayed. The cause is old age, lack of mois-
ture, tree insects and blight. Another reason is because
there is not room enough between the sidewalk and street
curb for a shade tree to grow.
A number of shade trees will have to be removed be-
fore they cause damage to buildings in high winds.





To the Mayor and Council of the City of Laconia:
Gentlemen : The Park Commission is pleased to sub-
mit for your consideration its nineteenth annual report.
The Opechee Park Playground was once more under
the supervision of Air. Reginald Clement and Miss Anna
Collin ; though the season was of a less number of weeks
on account of funds, the attendance was larger than ever
before.
In order that our citizens may get the proper picture
of the activities at the parks we are presenting the reports
of the Supervisors in full.
To the Park Comuiissioners:
OPECHEE PARK PLAYGROUND REPORT 1933
Daily Program—^Morning
9:00 to 9:15—Flag raising; distribution of equipment.
9:15 to 10:00—Tournament games in horse shoes, check-
ers, jack knife, etc. ; catch.
9:15 to 12:00—Tennis
10:00 to 11:30—Baseball (scrub games); catch.
Monday and Wednesday, Junior baseball team practice.
Wednesday and Friday, Senior baseball team practice.
10 :00 to 11 :00—Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, swim-
ming lessons for beginners only.
11:30 to 12:00—Free Play.
12:00—Park closes.
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Afternoon
1:30 to 2:30—Volley ball, tennis, baseball (scrub games).
2 :30 to 4 :00—Announcements at the water front. Swim-
ming for all. Tennis for "Outsiders."
4:00 to 4:30—Baseball (scrub g^mes). Tennis for
youngsters. Volley ball for girls.
4 :30 to 5 :00—Free Play.
5 :00—Flag salute and closing.
Special During Last Four Weeks
3:00 to 4:00—Daily instruction for Life Saving, both
Seniors and Juniors.
Season's Program
Week of July 10th—Organized horse shoe tournaments,
checker tournaments and baseball teams for both Seniors
and Juniors. Cleaned up underneath grandstand, numbered
all the equipment, picked up paper on the grounds and
cleaned the waterfront. Put platformis in the water, and
barrels under float.
Week of July 17th—Ended first round for horse shoes
and checkers. Horse shoe tournament won by Norman
Dupuis and checker tournament won by Valmore Dickson.
Jack knife tournament started.
Weeks of July 24th—First Jack Knife tournament ended
with Peter Grabowski the winner. Roland Gagne won
second round in horse shoe tournament and Lawrence
Hopkins won second round in checkers. On Thursday, at
2:00 p. m., a doll carriage parade was held in front of the
grandstand with 18 contestants entered. On Saturday
morning, the Baptist church m'embers held a picnic, about
80 children attending:.
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Week of August 1st—Mr. Wallace, the iGovernment
Park Inspector, Mr. Dunlap, Dr. Rowe, Chief of Police
George Hubbard and Mr. O'Shea drove over to the park
and gave it a thorough inspection in regards to improve-
ments to be made at a future date. On Thursday, at 2:00
p. m., a bathing beauty contest was held. Fourteen young
girls were entered.
Week of August 7th—Opechee |Pa;r|k Senior baseball
team defeated Leavitt Park at Lakeport, 22-1. Opechee
Park Junior Base'ball team was defeated by Leavitt Park
at Laconia, 20-11. On Thursday, a treasure hunt was held
at 2:00 p. m. with over 150 children taking part.
Week of August 14th—A Tennis Tournament was held
for children under 16 years of age. 19 contestants entered
and Bob Fisher won the championship from Ed Stevenson
in the finals. Senior baseball team defeated Leavitt Park
14-5 at Laconia. Junior Baseball team lost to Leavitt Park
at Lakeport 3-1.
Week of August 21st—Most of this week devoted to
a free program. Boys spent most of their time practicing
for their field day events, such as sack races, three legged
race and half mile run, etc. Life Saving examinations
were given by Mr. Peterson on Wednesday and Thursday.
Three passed the Junior Life Saving Test. On Friday, over
350 people were present to witness the field day races and
events. The day's program closed with a swimming meet.
On Saturday morning, prizes were awarded for the Field
Day events. The equipment was taken down and stored
away.
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The playgrounds opened on Monday morning July
10th, 1933. During the first part of the week, the grounds
were cleared of old papers, underneath the grandstand was
cleaned and the waterfront was also cleaned. Towards
the middle of the week, tournaments in horse shoes and
checkers were, organized and following these, the Senior
and Junior baseball teams were organized. During the
first week we also started the usual custom of having lunch
day on Thursday which again .seemed to be enjoyed by a
large number of children each Thursday noon.
The point system was used again this year, and was a
big help to create enthusiasm in games, especially with the
younger children.
Swimming appeared to be a favorite sport. This year,
classes were held every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
morning from 10:00 to 11:00 for those learning to swim
only. This class averaged about fifteen members each day.
Before the season closed, 68 youngsters passed their be-
ginner's test and received a little Red Cross Beginner's
Button. Fifteen others passed the Red Cross Swimmer's
Test and also received their buttons. During the last four
weeks, instructions were given in the afternoon for those
trying to pass their Life Saving Test.
The Tennis Courts seemed to be the most popular spot
on the grounds this year. The courts were in much better
condition this year which perhaps accounts for their pop-
ularity.
There were very few rainy sessions this year to break
up the daily programs, but during those days, games were
played underneath the grandstand.
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LEAVITT PARK
The season of 1933 found an average daily attendance
of one hundred seventy-five at Leavitt Park.
Most of the usual activities were carried on with
even more enthusiasm than in previous years. Over two
hundred children have learned to swim in the last three
years. During the summer of 1933, fifty-five beginners
won their first buttons, while one Junior Life Saving award
and four Senior Life Saving awards were granted by the
Red Cross Life Saving Examiner. This feature of our
playground is more popular than ever with old and young.
On rainy days the boys did many different things in
the woodworking while the girls made spreads, hooked rugs,
novelties and miniature gardens.
There were elimination tennis matches with Opechee
Park and baseball games with teams from Opechee. One
overnight hike to Mt. Belknap was enjoyed by thirty-five
boys and girls.
The annual Playground Carnival and the annual Woman's
Club Carnival were both very successful ventures during
the summer.
The Leavitt fund was expended for grading and level-
ing all the grounds around the new playground house, and
the tennis courts and the baseball diamond were resurfaced.
Shruibs were set out around the house ; chairs and tables
have been purchased. A piano and overdrapes for all the
windows of the house were purchased with money left over
for several years in the treasury of the old Leavitt Park
and Playground Association.
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A four team Twilight League played eighteen games
of baseball at which the average attendance was one hun-
dred seventy-five.
The same efficient directors, Mr. Charles Peterson and
Miss Esma Ford had charge of this most successful season
of Leavitt Park Playground.
The South End Playground supervised by Miss Helen
Ford, had a very successful season, the attendance was
good and this playground in common with the others of
our city seemed to be better appreciated by the parents
of the children who attended.
Your comimission is unable to suggest the amount of
the appropriation you should make for next season, as only
by hearsay are we informed as to what changes are to
be made at Opechee Park. If such changes are made as we
hear about, not only will a considerable amount of money
have to be expended this year, but the appropriation each
year will have to be much larger on account of the extra
upkeep.
The Commission and Instructors wish to extend their
thanks to the Mayor and Council for their appropriation









To the Honorable Mayor and City Council, of the City of
Laconia:
The following is an itemized account of the money
spent on Memorial Decoration Day, by the Veteran Or-
ganizations of the City of Laconia.
Flags $28.90
Grave Markers, American Legion
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Attached herewith please find twenty-seven dollars and
twenty cents, ($27.20) unused part of the appropriation,
which is returned to the City of Laconia.
Respectfully
FRED R. PETHERICK, Chairman,
Frank W. Wilkins Post No. 1,
American Legion
Lakeport, N. H.
To the Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit the following report of the expense
of Memorial Day 1933 of Martin A. Haynes Camp No. 34,
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Maintenance of city oflFices 1,800.00
Public Health Nurse 1,650.00
Memorial Day 300.00
Old Age Assistance 6,000.00
Skating Rink 800.00
Playgrounds 1,200.00
Weirs Comfort Station 50.00
Auditing 270.00
Hydrant Service 3,900.00
Laconia Hospital ($1,000 for hospital service
for city employees needing same, $2,000 for
free bed and $1,000. general exp.) 4.000.00
Public LJbrary 4.827.00
Public Wharf Ward 6 100.00
Rent Pearl Street Grounds 270.00
Veterans Reunion 300.00
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Reunion 250.00
Payment City Hall Bonds 2.000.00
Payment Refunding Bonds 4.000.00
Payment School District Bonds 11.250.00
Payment Sewer and Funding Bonds 7,000.00
Payment Sewer and Road Bonds 3,000.00
Payment Improvement Bonds 3.000.00
Payment Serial Notes 1.500.00
Payment Trust Fund Notes 2,000.00
Payment Bridge and Highway Bonds 4.000.00
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Valuation of Ward 1 $1,453,507.00
Valuation of Ward 2 2,416,517.00
Valuation of Ward 3 2,068,427.00
Valuation of Ward 4 2,818,125.00
Valuation of Ward 5 1,649,113.00
Valuation of Ward 6 3,207,139.00
National Bank stock at 1 per cent 166,700.00
Amount exempt, state, and county tax only 399.382.00
$14,178,910.00
Taxes assessed, state and county only at $5,23
per M $2,595.45
Taxes on National Bank Stock at 1 per cent as
per state law 1,667.00
Taxes assessed, real estate and personal property 394,772.01
Taxes assessed, 6,199 polls at $2.00 12,398.00
$411,432.46
Taxes on $1,000.00—$29.40
REPORT OF THE CITY CLERK
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The following is an account of the money that I have
received for the City for the year ending February 15th,
1934, and the sources from which the same were received.
Dog Licenses
Male dogs for portion of year 1 at $1.60 $ 1.60
Male dogs for portion of year 14 at 1.00 14.00
Male dogs for portion of year 4 at 1.50 6.00
Male dogs for year 532 at 2.00 1,064.00
Male dogs for year 1932 1 at 1.50 1.50
Male dogs for year 1932 1 at 1.00 1.00
Female dogs for portion of year 2 at 1.67 3.34
Female dogs for portion of year 1 at 2.50 2.50
Female dogs for portion of year 1 at 3.75 3.75
Female dogs for year 86 at 5.00 430.00
Kennels; Breeders, Under chapter 61, Laws
1927, 9 licenses issued covering 90 dogs 132.00




M. J. McConnell 75.00
Mary E. Holt 300.00
Adelaide I. Smith 100.00
Jennie M. Weeks 200.00
William G. Cram 150.00
GARDENS REPORT
To His Honor mid City Council:
It gives me pleasure to report a good investment the
city has made in year 1933 in 58 gardens.
Potato yield, 611 bushel at .90 549.90
Paid out for plowing and harrowing 53.42
Seed potatoes 58.40
Phosphate and small seeds given by
the State of New Hampshire 205.00
$316.82
$233.08
The gardens have been faithfully cared for in spite
of weather conditions and garden pests. Besides the potato
yield, tables were supplied with fresh vegetables during
the summer and canned goods made for winter use.
Respectfully submitted,
OSCAR L. HOYT.
REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
Laconia, N. H., February 15, 1934.
To the Mayor and City Council:
I hereby submit my report as Collector of Taxes from
February 15, 1933 to February 15, 1934
1933 TAX
Amount 1933 tax committed by Assessors $411,432.46
Amount of added taxes committed 931.30
Amount of added not committed 708.00
Amount of moth tax 45.00
Amount of interest collected 192.84
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1931 TAX
Amount 1931 tax uncollected Feb. 15, 1933 $ 2,133.98
Amount of interest collected 87.92
2,221.90
Total amount collected $ 610.18
Total amount abated 1,082.52
1,692.70
Balance uncollected $ 529.20
1930 TAX
Amount 1930 tax uncollected Feb. 15, 1933 $ 149.48
Amount of interest collected 13.85
$ 163.33
Total amount collected $ 71.89
Total amount abated 19.84
91.73
Balance uncollected $ 71.60
1929 TAX
Amount 1929 tax uncollected February 15, 1933 $ 51.30
Amount 1929 tax abated $ 51.30
Taxes Redeemed
1930 Tax: Property Sold to City of Laconia:
Redeemed $ 2,395.82
1931 Tax: Property Sold to City of Laconia:
Redeemed $ 1,899.55
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1932 Tax: Property Sold to City of Laconia:
Redeemed $ 4,431.77
1932 Tax: Subsequent Tax: Paid by City
Redeemed $ 793.47
1933 Tax: Subsequent Tax: Paid by City
Redeemed $ 953.39
$ 10,474.00
Summary Statement Total Collections
Total amount 1933 tax collected and discount
allowed $365,910.28
Total amount 1932 tax collected 53,853.13
Total amount 1931 tax collected 610.18
Total amount 1930 tax collected 71.89
Total amount redeemed : Property sold to City
of Laconia 8,727.14
Total amount redeemed : Subsequent tax paid by
City of Laconia 1,746.86
$430,919.48
Less discount allowed 5,655.95
$425,263.53




REPORT OF CITY TREASURER
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of
Laconia:
I hereby submit my report as Treasurer of the City











For the year ending February 15, 1934
Being an itemized account made up from the books of
the City Clerk of the payments made by the City Treasurer
on account of running expenses.
The arrangement of the details of expenditures which
follow is intended to give such information as is desired by
the public.
Items of payment to the same person or firm at differ-
ent times are included in the aggregate amount given, if paid
for the same objects. Efforts have been made to ascertain
and pay all approved bills to date.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Appropriation, state tax $34,710.00
Paid Charles T. Patten, treasurer $34,710.00
State Educational Tax
Appropriation $3,522.00




Paid A. W. Dinsmoor, treasurer county tax $56,216.06
FINANCIAL REPORT
OF THE
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Showing in detail their receipts and expenditures
:
Appropriations $66,100.00
Balance from last year Sewer Construction Acct. 144.90
Received from
:
Belknap County, road oil applied 65.00
Town of Belmont, use of gasoline roller 64.00
A. P. Bisson, plumbers' licenses 1.00
B. & M. R.R. (Laconia), plowing yard 24.05
Joseph Busque, sewer permit and connection 28.51
Lawrence Carpenter, shovel 1.00
Harry Clevenson, use pump 3.00
Elmer Constant, Jr., dynamite 1.40
Davison and Swanburg, rental of equipment 318.63
Lewis A. Eastman, sewer permit and connection 71.92
Park S. Faye, labor on sewer connection 37.59
Albert C. Fecteau, sewer permit 5.00
Daniel Finn, sewer permit 5.00
John Foster, shoeing horses 6.00
George Freeman, use pump .50
Edith A. French, labor 10.60
Edward J. Gallagher, sewer permit and connection 22.33
Chester Gardner, sewer permit and connection 30.44
The Gilford and Gilmanton Baptist Society,
sewer permit and connection 17.18
George Gilman, dynamite .25
Raymond Guay, use sewer rods .50
Elmer Hammond, labor on drain 3.67
N. Joy Harriman, road oil applied 7.50
Charles L. Hawkins, labor on drain 22.36
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Eva and Ethel Heney, sewer permit 5.00
Lawrence Hoey, sewer permit and connection 41.54
Martha E. Johnson, tile pipe 1.00
Mrs. Louise P. Knigtht, use pump 1.00
Albert LaBranche, plumber's licenses .50
Leon LaBranche, plumbers' licenses .50
Laconia Fire Department, labor 4.91
Laconia State School, use sewer rods 1.00
Laconia Water Co., patching 731.00
Raymond Landry, plumbers' licenses .50
Ludger E. Levasseur, sewer permit and connection 14.12
Qiarles E. Lord, sewer permit and connection 30.78
Orman T. Lougee, labor on drain and sewer 110.33
Oscar A. Lougee, cement .65
Henry McLane, labor on sewer 1.67
Towti of Meredith, setting bounds 21.39
Fred E. Moore, sewer permit 5.00
Joseph J. Morin, labor and materials 83.36
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., use of sewer rods 2.00
N. H. State Highway Dept., Unemployment
Relief Allotment, labor and materials 8,365.14
N. H. State Highway Dept., Parade road,
labor and materials 4,487.15
N. H. State Highway Dept., Trunk Line
Construction, labor and materials 69.74
N. H. State Highway Dept., Trunk Line and
State Aid Maint., labor and materials 776.13
N. H. Veterans Assn., road oil applied 73.20
Stewart G. Noyes, plumber's license .50
Percy VV. Philbrook, labor on drain 3.44
L. M. Pike & Son, binder "C" 42.00
(jeo. Poire, plumbers' licenses 2.00
Portland Construction Co., use of road roller 150.00
Public Service Co. of N. H., patching 3.15
Rev. Thomas Redden, use pump 1.00
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Timothy P. Reidy, plumbers' licenses 1.00
Mark M. Robinson, use pump 1.00
Ozias Roux, labor on sewer connection 16.34
Isaac Sakansky, scrap iron 1.00
Scott & Williams, Inc., labor 266.09
George E. Shepherd, use pump 1.00
Alphe Simoneau, sewer permit and connection 33.11
Guy Sleeper, sewer permit and connection 34.05
George C. Stafford, use of pump 3.00
Raymond St. Clair, sewer permit and paving blocks 8.00
Wm. Suchorki, use pump 5.00
George Valliere, plumber's license .50
Joseph H. Valliere, plum'bers' licenses and labor 10.18
B. G. Walker, plumbers' licenses and cold patch 3.50
Thomas Walsh, plumber's license .50
John F. Weeks, sewer permit and connection 47.96
Excess and Deficiency transfer 1,886.41
$84,340.67
Paid as Follows
The Atlas Mineral Products Co., sewer "Y's" 4.83
K. Alterman, mittens .50
Adelard Beaudoin, brick 4.00
Frank G. Bickford, gasoline 7.85
W. M. Bisson, labor and truck 17.77
Harry Bloomfield, kerosene, salt 8.09
Blue Sign Garage, gasoline, oil. alcohol 71.25
The Bond Co., snow plow, shovels 350.93
B. & M. R. R., (Laconia) freight 366.60
The Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co., lumber 5.83
Brown Co., chlorine 60.00
C. E. Brown, gravel 3.00
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., service and paper 6.90
C. E. Buzzell, concrete pipe 118.56
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Howard W. Byse, insurance premiums 385.72
Cantin Chevrolet, truck 900.75
Central Garage, storage 6.00
Central Petroleum Co., oil 12.22
J. H. Chase Co., battery storage 8.35
F. W. Clay & Co., tin 1.86
Henry B. Clow, hay 16.20
Collins Motor Corp., truck and labor 924.82
Concord Brick Co., brick 88.50
Conly & Conly, cutting and lettering Ijound 11.00
Cook's Lumter Co., lumber and cement 37.69
Will Cuttinig, hay 14.99
C. C. Dame, labor 8.30
Joseph Dauphin, grade .70
Davis &; Caverly, garage work 86.45
Davison and Swanburg, raising manhole 18.39
Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., tires, gasoline, alcohol 366.45
The Diamond Match Co., lumber 135.19
Peter Dutile, cement, oil 228.87
Luther Emerson, sawdust 2.25
Howard Fales, hay 39.29
Engineering News Record, subscription 5.00
Chas. A. French, salary and cash paid out 3,645.87
The Fuller Brush Co., brooms and handles 32.40
E. D. Garland, kerosene 1.40
The General Crus(hed Stone Co., stone 178.43
Town of Gilford, labor 3.34
E, S. Goldsmith, gasoline 1.15
Chas. J. Goss, grain and hay 97.68
John M. Guay Hardware Co., hardware supplies 162.38
John M. Guay and Son, lettering trucks 8.00
William G. Hamilton, scavenger service 3,041.87
E. H. Hammond, oil and grease 1.50
Frank B. Hall, line levels 2.60
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B. T. Hard}^, horseshoes 13.00
A. W. Head, hay 110.35
George A. Head, socket .15
John F. Hopkins, setting tire 10.00
W. D. Huse & Sons, machine work 281.71
Independent Coal Tar Co., cokl patch 88.00
Harry W. James, gravel 3.45
J. W. Jacques, glass 5.50
Jenney Mfg. Co., gasoHne 416.87
J. C. Jenot, breaking out road 18.00
Oscar Kinch, care of sewer pump 53.35
Kinney Mfg. Co., sprinkler parts 61.11
Kittredge Bridge Co., drag blades 30.00
Laconia Evening Citizen, advertising and printing 13.85
Laconia Fire Dept., use of hose and heating barn 175.00
Laconia Hospital, medical services 5.50
Laconia Press Association, printing 20.25
Laconia Water Co., water 288.47
Lake City Motors, Inc., garage work 15.90
The Lane Construction Corp., sand 54.29
Joseph LaRoche, repairing pulley block 1.00
Maher's Bookstore, office supplies 24.41
Chas. A. Mclntire, brick 3.00
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance premiums 185.24
The McGloughlin Iron Foundry, castings 86.74
Mexican Petroleum Corp., oil and grease 17.60
Modern Blue Print Co., tracing paper 3.38
Dr. R. F. Moore, medical services 83.25
John B. Morin, insurance premiums 64.00
Joseph J. Morin, pipe 96.91
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Leon Morin, use of dump 411.50
J. H. Morrill, hay and grain 635,49
E. H. Moulton, harness repairs 48.83
Mt. Belknap Garage, gasoline, oil and storage 38.06
IMuzzey & Hopkins, hardware supplies 328.87
National Rubber Stamp Co., stamp 3.00
Frank E. Newell Co., filing saw .75
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service 170.46
N. H. State Treasurer, taric 417.38
Dennis O'Shea, cloth 1.23
W. H. L. Page, Est., garage work 200.84
William O. Pearson, gasoline 4.18
C. H. Perkins, hay 92.75
P. I. Perkins Co., plow, tractor parts, labor 325.25
L. M. Pike & Son, concreting 3,413.30
J. P. Pitman & Co., hardware supplies 134.16
Portland Stone Ware Co., pipe 202.17
Public Service Co. of N. H., electric service & power 155.03
A. T. Quinby and Son, hardware supplies 32.33
Rival Co., engineering supplies 3.44
J. L. Roberts, coal 110.90
W. T. Robertson, snow plow repairs 28.65
H. C. Sanborn, pails 6.60
Wesley D. Sanborn, labor 3.90
Sanel Auto Co., generator 10.00
Scramm, Inc., springs 2.03
Scott & Williams, Inc., welding, blueprinting 27.36
Shell Eastern Petroleum Products, Inc., gasoline 55.99
Sinclair Refining Co., gasoline 1,218.70
Smith's Lumber Yard, lumber 53.25
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Solvay Sales Corps., calcium chloride 12.47
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y., road oil, cold' patch 6,623.27
The Star Products Co., staples 2.08
State Hig-hway Garage, calcium chloride 132.24
Demetrius Sobleros, right of way 50.00
Story Drug Store, drugs 3.74
Sunoco Service Station, grease, gasoline 22.77
G. W. Tarlson, gasoline 9.89
Tavern Garage, Inc., garage work 989.58
J. J. Taylor, repairing boots 1.50
0. W. Taylor, labor 6.45
Tetley Box Co., scratch pads 3.75
The Texas Co., grease 34.21
Thompson & Hoague Co., blacksmith supplies 96.53
Tide Water Oil Sales Corp., gasoline 4.31
Todds Highways Express, gravel 75.00
1. W. Trojano, gravel < 334.13
Paul Valley, filing saw 1.00
Joseph H. Valliere, labor, pipe 15.32
John B. Varick, wire 21.51
Waldo Bros. Co., shovels, jute 61.00
B. G. Walker, pipe 1.40
Wallace & Tiernan Co., Inc., sewer pump parts 3.63
L. B. Warren, chains 27.04
The Webster Print, printing 5.00
Weeks & Smith, dynamite, exploders 108.85
Alice Wells, hay 13.73
Wico Electric Co., magneto 18.22
Willey's Express, express 1.41
Payrolls 52,663.05
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Unexpended balance Meredith-Parade road 29.19
Unexpended balance, Civil Work Projects
:
Stark St. 200.00
Elliott St. Improvement 300.00
Marsh Hill Road Improvement 500.00










Received for use of equipment, materials sold
and attending out of town fires 462.20




American LaFrance Foamite Industries, supplies $904.96
The American National Red Cross, supplies 7.85
Horace E.Belisle, supplies 22.10
Big Four Tire Service, supplies 3.95
Blue Sign Garage, repairs and supplies 53.24
Board of Public Works, labor 3.60
Howard W. Byse, insurance 43.50
Central Garage, supplies 4.00
Arthur H. Blanchard Co., supplies 327.20
The Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., labor and material 100.74
Cantin Chevrolet Co., supplies 3.00
Carpenter Mfg. Co., supplies 117.25
J. H. Chase Co., labor and material
33.03
Davis Emergency Equipment Co., supplies 10.6D
Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., supplies 208.45
The Diamond Match Co., supplies 2.67
The Gamewell Co., supplies 30.05
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 83.83
Independent Coal & Tar Co., supplies 22.00
Jcuuey Mfg. Co., gasoline 147.04
1 ;uM:iia Malleable Iron Co., supplies 13.08
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Laconia Produce Co., supplies 8.00
Laconia Service Station Co. Inc., gasoline 17.20
Laconia Water Co., service 18.87
Lougee Robinson Co., supplies 11.50
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service 133.37
Palm'er-Simpson Co., supplies 62.90
J, P. Pitman & Co., supplies 7.00
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 394.70
Public Service Co. of N. H., labor and material 29.02
Sinclair Refining Co., gasoline 31.80
Taunton Electro Chemical Co., supplies 3.90
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 12.00
Mrs. Elmer Cutting, laundry 135.00
Elmer Cutting, cash paid out 2.23
C. H. Dow & Son, gasoline 89.80
W. Duplessis, supplies .42
Peter Dutile, fuel 409.00
Fellows Garage, gasoline 11.50
John M, Guay & Son Inc., supplies 3.09
John D. Hanson, supplies 7.00
George A. Head, supplies 2.00
Charles A. Hoagland, repairs on truck 6.50
W. D. Huse & Sons, labor and material 19.88
Laconia Filling Station, Inc., gasoline 8.84
Laconia Evening Citizen, printing 2.75
Lake City Laundry, laundry 14.27
Edward L. Lydiard, printing 9.25
Luther D. McMurphy, labor 3.50
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance 77.50
Mexican Petroleum Corporation, gasoline 32.57
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Frank Monahan, repairs on fire alarmis 4.90
J. J. Moreau, supplies 56.20
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 12.00
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 15.18
Dennis O'Shea, supplies 2.40
Ouimby Drug Store, supplies 2.00
A. T. Quinby and Son, supplies , 6.15
J. L. Roberts, fuel 177.14
Wesley D. Sanborn, supplies 3.25
Sanitary Supply Service, supplies 4.75
Scott & Williams Inc., labor and material 23.12
Sewer Maintenance, labor and material 1.31
A. W. Spring, cash paid out 10.43
John Suchocki, service as firenjan 12.20
G. W. Tarlson, supplies 87.58
Tavern Garage Inc., labor and material 16.50
Joseph H. Valliere, labor and material 60.83
L. B. Warren, auto equipment 19.91
Willey's Express, trucking 4.88
Calvin Wood, supplies .90
Pay Roll, cleaning hydrants i 18.80
Pay Roll, on repairs 45.60
Engineers and Drivers Pay Rolls 11,322.02
Hook & Ladder Co. 1 Pay Roll 1,119.26
Hook & Ladder Co. 2 Pay Roll 1,119.26
Hose Co. 4 Pay Roll 320.83
Engine Co. 1 Pay Roll 1,340.46
Engine Co. 2, Pay Roll 1,119.26
$20,634.67




Tetley Box Co., letterheads $4.50
Jam!es E. Evans, burying dead animals 93.50
W. E. Floyd, express ' .32
E. J. Gage, M. D,, cash paid out 37.15
Laconia Evening Citizen, vaccination notices 4.90
Laconia Press Assn., milk licenses 9.00
Dr. J. R. Perley, cash paid out 12.78
.Quimby Drug Store, supplies 34.20
Smiths Lumber Yard, lumber 1.40
Story Drug Store, supplies 10.00
Forrest Smith, service as milk inspector 505.00
Dr. J. R. Perley, service as member of Board of
Health 250.00
Dr. Earl J. Gage, service as member of Board of
Health 250.00
Dr. J. G. Quimby, service as member of Board
Health . 200.00
W. E. Floyd, service as member of Board of
Health 50.00
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency acct. 137.25
INTEREST
Appropriation
Transfer from Miss. Liabilities
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James E, Evans, fuel 4.50
A. Fortin, supplies 1.25
Fuel Account, wood 12.00
John M. Guay & iSon, supplies 6.25
The Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance 120.00
John B. Morin, insurance 18.75
Dennis O'Shea, supplies .63
H. C. Sanborn, supplies 4.35
Sanitary Dry Cleaning, supplies 4.75
Joseph H. Valliere, labor and material 15.25
B. G. Walker, supplies 15.40





Sam Arseneault, labor $5.10
Automotive Service Bureau, printed lists 25.52
Adelard J. Beaudoin, refund on taxes 79.80
Carl F. Blaisdell, labor on Old Town Cemetery 10.00
C. E. Blodgett, sharpening lawn mower 1.00
Boston & Maine R. R., rent of land 1.00
Byse Insurance Agency, Inc., insurance 30.00
Charles E. Carroll, expenses to Washington 62.25
The Birmingham Pen Co., pens 3.10
Bostitch Sales Co., staples 4.00
Bowers Stamp Plant, stamps 6.00
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., ribbon and labor 1.75
Cook's Lumber Co., lumber 19.41
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Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., gasoline and oil 206.22
Diamond Union Stamp Works, stamps and dies 5.03
Edson Eastman Co., supplies 7.60
Evening Citizen Publishing Co., printing 29.75
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies .75
J. C. Hall Co., supplies 84.08
Laconia Water Co., service 190.14
Lougee Robinson Co., supplies 14.49
H, A. Manning Co., directories 64.00
S. D. McGloughlin Co., fuel 2.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service 142.59
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 116.65
Tetley Box Co., printing 4.75
The Cragg Bindery, binding books 123.75
Fred Delisle, moving booths 1.00
Amos J. Dinsmoor, stamped envelopes 396.12
Mrs. Lillian P. Dow, as secretary of trust funds 100.00
James E. Evans, delivering ballots 3.00
Earl Flanders, cash paid out . 51.67
A. A. Fortin, puritine 1.25
Forest Diner, dinners to ward officers 61.50
Robert A. Foss, printing 4.25
Chas. W. Haley, insurance 72.50
A. H. Harriman, rent of hall 100.00
George A. Head, supplies 1.70
Burt Hunt, labor and rent of ward room 51.00
Arthur A. Jewett, fuel 3.00
Martha E. Johnson, expenses to tax meeting 9.75
Chas. L. Kimball, expenses to tax meeting 12.78
Laconia Evening Citizen, publishing advs. 158.33
Laconia Press Assn., printing city reports, tax
bills and notices 854.80
Carl Larson, supplies 12.76
Charles P. Lougee, labor on safe locks 3.00
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Edward L. Lydiard, printing 44.25
Maher's Bookstore, supplies 38.10
Edgar J. Martel, glasses 6.00
W. J. jVIcDuff, labor on clock 12.09
The Alelcher & Prescott Agency, insurance 260.00
John B. ]\Iorin, insurance 12.150
Munsey & Brazil, insurance 4.50
The National Shawmut Bank of Boston, certify-
ing notes 75.00
Nelson's Studio, photo of city council 5.00
The News & Critic, printing city ballots, envelopes 224.26
Estate of Benjamn Piscopo, rent of store for voting 30.00
Purchasing agent State of N. H, seals 2.50
Geore A. Ouimby, supplies 2.30
A. C. S. Randlett, expenses attending tax meeting 7.80
D. M. Rowe, rent of Armory for voting 35.00
A. W. Rowell, dues 2.00
Bertha B. Sanborn, dinners for Ward officers 30.00
Elizabeth H. Sanborn, recording deeds and list-
ing transfers 43.85
J. B. Sanborn, labor 14.05
Wesley D. Sanborn, labor and material 3.30
Sarah J. Small, refund taxes , 75.04
Omar St. Jacques, dinners for Ward officers and
and supplies 19.10
Oscar St. Jacques, labor on ward room 44.64
Town of Gilford, tax on Philbrook lot 19.44
William Tobyne, labor 3.00
William Warren, storing bandstand and repairs 14.09
Chas. F. Waterman, repairing clock 1.50
The Webster Print, notices 25.75
Weeks Bros., printing 15.00
Harold E. Wescott, expenses attending hearings 44.56
Winnipesaukee Tea Room, dinners for Ward
officers 25.50
Roscoe M. Wright, photo 6.00
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Paid Marriage Returns
Rev. Charles Arik .
.
.25
Frank E. Bigelow .25
Harrison. A. Brann .50
E. R. Caswell 1.75
Edward R. Caveney, Justice of the Peace .25
Rev. John A. Chapin, .25
Arthur A. Churchill .25
James T. Crowley 1.00
W. J. Dube .25
Charles L. Durgin .25
Napoleon J. Dyer, Justice of the Peace .50
Fred D. Elliott, Justice of the Peace .25
Rev. F. W. Fitzpatric .50
Irving A. D. Flint .25
Earl Flanders, Justice of the Peace .25
Rev. John H. Hershey .25
Theo. S. Jewett, Justice of the Peace .75
Rev. E. Jerome Johanson 2.00
Charles J. Jones 1.25
James T. Jones .25
N. J. Langmaid .25
Frank J. Kelley, Justice of the Peace .25
Rev. John C. Lawrence .25
Harry E. Little .25
Rev. Harry A. Martin .25
Arthur N. Moore .25
John E. Morrison, Justice of the Peace .25
Chas. E. Morse, Justice of the Peace .25
Rev. J. W. Newton .25
John C. Prince .25
Theodore C. Radoslavoff .50
Arthur Nighswander, Justice of the Peace .25
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Rev. Thomas Redden
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Transfer to Highways and Bridges 1,100.00
Transfer to Opechee Park 1,000.00




Received from State Welfare Dept, refund for
meals furnished transients 25.35
Transfer from Excess and Deficiency to balance 1,590.34
$23,615.69
Paid as Follows:
Henry L. Allard, transportation $18.17
The Achber Studio, negative prints 18.00
G. J. Blais, cutting keys 1.00
Howard W. Byse, insurance 93.75
Arthur H. Blanchard Co., siren 20.00
Cantin Chevrolet Co., police car 747.00
Depot Sq. Auto Supply Co., gasoline 9.26
H. W. Dubois Co., supplies 5.00
Everson Ross Co., badges 14.67
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 73.23
Lougee Robinson Co., labor and material 16.50
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., service 590.83
C. Pellessier & Co., supplies 45.00
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 13.76
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights 102.56
Public Service Co. of N. H., police and traffic
signals 66.00
Norman P. Drouin, painting streets 25.00
Federal Laboratories, supplies 271.50
Fire Department, heating lockup 50.00
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A. A. Fortin, taking finger prints 74.85
Goodnow-Hunt-Pearson, Inc., caps 41.79
John M. Guay & Son, supplies 304.14
J. W. Jacques, labor 2.25
Laconia Evening Citizen, printing 10.55
Littleford Bros., supplies 6.33
Edward L. Lydiard, printing 41.00
Maher's Bookstore, supplies 7.45
Jos. Minnon's Lunch, lunches for prisoners 37.20
Leon C. Nevers, labor 20.00
F. E. Normandin, supplies bought from Laconia
Tire company 19.20
O'Neill's Lunch, meals for transients 19.95
A. T. Quimby & Son, supplies 2.25
Rennie & Kassner, police badges 2.10
Wesley D. Sanborn, labor 5.55
Story Drug Store, supplies .50
G. W, Tarlson, supplies .50






Paid Aged Assistance $5,748.71





Excess and Deficiency Acct. to balance 58.97
$1,708.97
Paid as Follows:
Quhriby Drug Store, supplies $42.30






Excess and Deficiency Acct. to balance 470.50
$11,470.50
Charles E. Carroll, service as Mayor 1 year $300.00
George W. Tarlson, councilman 1 year 50.00
Thomas J. Guay, councilman, 1 year 50.00
Howard W. Byse, councilman 1 year 50.00
George C. Stafford, councilman 1 year 50.00
Henry I. Burbank, councilman 1 year 50.00
Frank D. Sleeper, councilman 1 year 50.00
J. Grant Ouimby, assessor one year 700.00
Charles L. Kimball, assessor 1 year 600.00
A. C. S. Randlett, assessor 1 year 600.00
Harold E. Wescott, city solicitor 1 year 462.50
Earl Flanders, service as city clerk 1 year 3,000.00
Ethel M, Aldrich, assisting city clerk 1 year 936.00
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Clarence S. Newell, service as City Treasurer 1 year 400.00
Martha E. Johnson, service as tax collector 1 year 1,800.00
Doris C. Carpenter, assisting tax collector 649.15
Ernestine McCrillis, assisting tax collector 133.50
Grace Howe, assisting tax collector 17.35
Dr. L. R. Brown, service as City physician, 1 year 200.00
Mathew Newell, service as sealer of weights and
measures, 1 year 225.00
Caleb J. Avery, member Board of Public Works
1 year 100.00
Harry L. Smith, member Board of Public Works
1 year 100.00
Oscar L. Hoyt, member of Board of Public
Works, 1 year 100.00
Harrison E. Morin 17.00
Sadie M. Pike, inspector of Elections 4.00
Pay roll, selectmen 238.00
Pay Roll, supervisors 412.00




Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1933 $34,234.81
Received from tuitions and materials 3,436.58
Excess and deficiency acct. to balance 48.48
$37,719.87
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Paid as Follows:
G. J. Blais, repairs $2.65
L. M. Caverly, homer economics 13.90
Chamber of Commerce of U. S. A., books 3.00
Civic Educatoin iService, books 138.00
American Book Co., books 102.85
D. Appleton & Co., books 26.94
Edward E. Babb Co., supplies 4.72
L. Baldi Co., supplies 4.80
Boston Music Co., music 9.81
Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., supplies 37.01
Milton Bradley Co., supplies 13.25
Bruce Publishing Co., books 1.85
Carter, Rice & Co., manual arts supplies 15.82
J. H. Chase Co., supplies .75
Cheshire Chemical Co., janitor supplies 31.50
Coldwell Lawn Mower Co., janitor supplies 1.12
Dever-Harris Co., manual arts supplies 3.75
C. B. Doege Co., janitor supplies 12.50
John M. Quay Hdw. Co., manual arts supplies, repairs 19.64
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 119.56
D. C Heath & Co., books 61.15
Houghton, Mifflin Co., books 18.42
Geo. T. Johnson Co., janitor supplies 6.50
Masury-Young Co., janitor supplies 20.00
The Matherson Co., supplies 1.50
McDuff Machine Co., janitor supplies 6.00
McGloughlin Iron & Brass Fdy. Co., repairs 493.28
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., administration 98.41
Palmer-Simpson Co., home economcs, janitor supplies 8.35
PubHc Service Co. of N. H., light and power 518.15
Public Service Co. of N. H., supplies 16.44
Standard Electric Time Co., repairs 16.34
F. S. Willey Co., Inc., supplies 2.45
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F. W. Woolworth, supplies 7.00
World Book Co., books .90
Joseph Dauphin, transportation 558.00
Downings I. G. A. Store, home economics 57.85
A. H. Ericsson, supplies 19.95
Wilbur D. Gilpatric, supplies 18.20
Gledhill Bros., Inc., supplies 6.90
Geo. A. Head, manual arts supplies, labor 85.42
Grace Horr, transportation 14.72
W. D. Huse & Sons, manual arts supplies, repairs 4.31
Philip H. James, supplies 3.22
Laconia St. Railway, transportation 642.00
Lake City Laundry, home economics 2.09
Luther McMurphy, flags 6.00
John B. Morin Agency, premium on insurance 90.00
Joseph J. Morin, repairs 4.03
Paul E. Morin, home economics 2.15
Muzzey & Hopkins, manual arts supplies, repairs 21.46
Eva M. Nelson, health supervision 28.47
Edward H. Quimby, supplies 8.75
J. L. Roberts, fuel 68.94
Scott & Williams, manual arts supplies 2.30
Story Drug Store, health supervision 6.80
G. W. Tarlson, repairs -40
H. E. Tefft, moving piano 5.00
Joseph H. Valliere, repairs 12.63
Carolyn Wright, transportation 15.52






Received, tuitions and materials 5,427.92
Received from dog licenses 1,496.40
$96,924.32
Paid as Follows:
Allyn & Bacon, books $281.81
American Education Press, books 35.09
American Type Founders Sales Corp., manual arts 21.58
Civic Education Service, books 72.61
American Book Co., books 27.18
Arlo Publishing Co., books 34.23
Edward E. Babb Co., supplies 425.71
L. Baldi Co., supplies 5.20
F. J. Barnard & Co., supplies 92.85
Beacon Wiper Supply Co., janitor supplies 28.85
Beckley-Cardy Co., books 44.62
C. C. Birchard & Co., supplies 8.37
Bostitch Sales Co., supplies 8.00
Boston Music Co., music • 78.18
Boulia-Gorrell Lbr. Co., supplies 313.69
Milton Bradley Co., supplies 359.98
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., manual arts supplies 5.18
Butts & Ordway Co., manual arts supplies 26.60
S. W. Cardy Mfg. Co., manual arts supplies .95
Carter, Rice & Co., manual arts supplies 34.99
Benjamin Chase Co., health supervision 2.38
F. W. Clay & Co., repairs 5.60
Dallman Co., Inc., janitor supplies 7.50
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Delisle's Baggage Co., trucking 4.00
Designers Co., manual arts supplies 1.84
Dodge Haley Co., manual arts supplies .55
Doubleday-Doran & Co., books 37.36
F. C. Foard Co., Inc., janitor supplies 7.35
General Electric Co., equipment 60.23
Gifford Supply Co., janitor supplies 46.05
Ginn & Co., books 110.45
Gregg Publishing Co., books 15.65
John ;M. Guay Hdvv. Co., manual arts, supplies 176.78
H. & H. Mfg. Co., janitor supplies 11.60
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 344.02
Harcourt Brace & Co., books 45.91
D. C. Heath & Co., books 393.14
Henry Holt & Co., books 8.67
A. C. Horn Co., repairs 10.75
Houghton Mifflin Co., books 23.22
Hy-Gien Laboratories Inc., janitor supplies 13.75
Geo. T. Johnson Co., janitor supplies 39.00
Kee-Lox Alfg. Co., supplies 15.00
Keramic Studion Publishing Co., magazines 5.00
C. M. Kimball Co., janitor supplies 4.00
Laconia Water Co., service 434.24
Linde Air Products Co., supplies 6.69
Lougee Robinson Co., manual arts supplies 53.30
The MacMillan Co., books 152.59
H. A. Manning Co., administration 15.00
Masury-Young Co., janitor supplies 33.02
S. A. Maxwell & Co. Inc., janitor supplies and repairs 48.41
McDuff Machine Co., janitor supplies 6.00
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McGIoughlin Iron & Brass Foundry Co., repairs 8.30
McGlone Varnish Co., repairs 7.42
Charles E. Merrill Co., books 24.63
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., administration 191.83
Oliver Machine Co., manual arts supplies 3.19
J. H. Osgood Co., manual arts supplies 13.20
Oxford Book Co., books 42.13
Orient Spray Co., janitor supplies 84.00
Page Belting Co., manual arts supplies 5.60
A. N. Palmer Co., supplies 2.45
PalmeriSimpson Co., home economics and janitors
supplies 14.27
J. P. Pitman & Co., manual arts repairs 30.53
Public Service Co. of N. H., light and power 526.47
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights and supplies 22.96
Rand McNally & Co., supplies 5.96
Rival Co., manual arts supplies 31.65
Rochester Germicide Co., janitors supplies 13.50
Royal Typewriter Co., equipment 125.00
J. F. Ryan Co., repairs 82.34
Benjamin H. Sanborn, books 49.56
George C. Sanborn Co., supplies 23.76
Simon, Saw & Steel Co., manual arts supplies 9.20
Silver Burdett & Co., books 149.55
Soapitor Co. Inc., janitor supplies 2.50
Spencer Co. of Boston, repairs 20.25
Standard Electric Time Co., repairs 12.00
U. S. Duplicator Co., supplies 3.93
A. Towle Co., janitor supplies .85
Underwood ElHott Fisher Co., equipment 120.00
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H. A. Wales Co., flags 21.60
Wells Publishing Co., books 10.00
West Disinfecting Co., janitor supplies 20.36
Western States Envelope Co., supplies 13.25
Wheeler Publishing Co., books 15.70
H. W. Wilson Co., books 6.00
John C. Winston Co., books 142.68
F. W. Woolworth & Co., supplies 10.66
B. F. Wood Music Co., music 4.16
World Book Co., books 14.66
Jos. Dauphin, transportation 522.00
Susan P. Davis, janitor supplies 9.60
Delisle's Parcel DeHvery 2.25
Nell L. Doane, transportation 11.90
Peter Dutile, fuel 1,947.39
Robert A. Foss, printing 12.25
Wilbur D. Gilpatric, supplies 179.72
Arthur J. Oilman, repairs 5.10
Gledhill Bros., Inc., suppHes 39.19
Roland R. Gove, repairs 23.35
John M. Guay & Son, repairs Z.7Z
George A. Head, labor and supplies 75.11
Hevey's Pharmacy, health supervision 3.29
Harry Houston, supplies 10.83
W. D. Huse & Sons, manual arts suppHes 1.87
Industrial Steel Inc., manual arts suppHes 6.27
Philip H. James, supplies 22.41
Laconia Evening Citizen, administration 5.40
Lacona Music Store, supplies 2.50
Laidlow Brothers, books 31.11
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Lakeport Subscription Agency, books 31.15
George LaVirtue, janitor 5.00
Charles E. Lord, repairs 257.40
Mertie C. Lougee, AIeml)er School Pioard, salary 19.50
Lyons Metal T'roducts Lie. ec(ui])nient 203.50
Lyons tS: Carnahan, hooks 96.54
Maher's Bookstore, supplies 411.00
E. J. AlcCrillis, health supervision 8.32
Means & McLean, books 1.C8
Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance 856.37
F. C. Merrill, repairs 20.00
John B. Morin Agency, Inc., insurance 470.40
M. J. Alurphy, repairs 214.61
Muzzey & Hopkins, manual arts supplies 144.36
Thos. Nelson & Sons, books 3.00
Noble & Noble, books 2.17
F. E. Normandin, salary 17.00
Northwestern Press, books 180
Rangvald Olsen, repairs 36.50
The Papercrafters Inc., supplies 122.98
James A. Payson, salary 17.00
Wayne M. Plummer, salary 20.50
A. T. Quinby & Son, janitor supplies 32.06
Edward H. Ouimby, supplies 59.42
Ouimby Drug Store, health supervision 3.40
Remington Rand Inc., equipment 99.70
J. L. Roberts, fuel
1,462.16
H. E. Rowen, fuel 53.00
Elizabeth Sanborn, administration 1.70
George C. Sanborn, lights 6.48
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H. C. Sanborn, supplies 12.26
Scott & Williams, manual arts supplies 18.02
G. Schirmer, supplies 5.87
School Arts Magazine, magazines 3.00
Charles Scribners &,Son, books 1.75
Shastany & Caron, transportation 568.75
Jennie Simpson, salary 15.00
Chester L. Smart, salary 14.00
Smith Lumber Yard, repairs and supplies 30.73
John St. Clair, tuning piano 3.00
State Treasurer, superintendent's excess salary 2,040.00
Story Drug Store, health supervision 4.62
Talens School Products, supplies 8.24
George E. Thyng, janitor supplies 3.88
Joseph H. Valliere, repairs 14.14
B. G. Walker, 58.02
Percy D. Wells, manual arts supplies 6.47
Wetmore Declamation Bureau, music 2.20
Willey's Express, 18.48
Ruth E. Young, repairs 6.06
Janitors Pay Roll 822.12






Paid as Follows :
Public Service Co. of N. H., service $19,738.45




Received from R. F. C. Corp. 13,500.00
Received from state welfare dept. 3,127.10
Received from Belknap Co., refunds 1,189.68
Received from Grafton Co., refunds 439.27
Received from New Hampton, refunds 20.65
Received from Northfield, refunds 33.14
Received from Hill, refunds 30.20
Received from Individuals, refunds 121.11
$30,461.15
Paid as Follows:
Aid to dependents' $16,703.36
Aid to dependent soldiers' 2,814.96
A. C. S. Randlett, salary as overseer 600.00





Charles F. Ayers, auditing $270.00
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BALDWIN STREET DAMAGE
Balance Feb. 15, 1933 $400.00
Transfer to excess and deficiency acct. $400.00
DOG LICENSE ACCOUNT
Net receipts for year 1933 $1,671.69
Paid as Follows:
Edson C. Eastman Co., dog tags $23.10
James E. Evans, salary as dog officer and killing
and burying dogs 107.00
Earl Flanders, cash paid out 12.69
William Forbes, refund 5.00
Robert A. Foss, printing dog notices 4.00
Mrs. Myra L. Kelley, damage done by dogs 6.50
Chester Randlett, damage done l^y dogs 6.00
Chas. Robinson, damage done by dogs 8.00
Mrs. R. B. Yaloff, damage done by dogs 3.00
Balance transfer to School Dept. 1,496.40
$1,671.69
FUEL ACCOUNT
Received for fuel delivered to poor $1,840.25
Paid as Follows:
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies ' $14.60
Laconia Country Club, fuel 235.25
Herbert AIcFarlin, sawing wood 6.37
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S. p. Philbrick, rent of shed on Pearl St. 40.00
Frank R. Varney, rent of wood shed 18.00
Wm. Warren, trucking and delivering wood 802.46
Pay Roll, cutting wood 346.67
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1934 376.90
$1,840.25
FORESTRY
Transfer from excess and deficiency acct. $60.90
Paid as Follows:
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H. L. Mansfield, labor 13.50
A. T. Quinby & Son, supplies 1.20
F. S. Roberts, plants and flowers 27.70
A. Roy, trucking 4.00
B. G. Walker, labor 2.00
Pay Rolls 80.00
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1934 1,059.65
$1,734.62
GARDENS
Balance Feb. 15, 1933 $50.00
Received from trucking 12.35
Transfer from excess and deficiency to balance 51.47
Paid as Follows:
J. H. Battis, harrowing city gardens
Palmer Simpson Co., supplies
Stephen J. Clow, potatoes
D. J. Glines, plow and harrowing
J. W. Haddock, plowing and harrowing
John Jones, plowing gardens
Alcide Landry, labor
Oscar Morrissette, pulling weeds
Wm. Maheux, plowing gardens







Laconia Water Co., service $3,500.00




Paid N. Joy Harriman, Treasurer $4,000.00
LEAVITT FUND
Received income during year $509.22
Paid as Follows:
Boulia Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber $136.72
Public Service Co. of N. H., service 2).7Z
Melcher & Prescott Agency, insurance 37. 5C
K. A. Slayton, plants and vigero 90.00
Al York, refinishing floor 14.35
Balance unexpended February 15, 1934 226.92
$509.22
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MEMORIAL DAY
Appropriation $300.00
Received on refunds 28.95
$328.95
Paid as Follows:
J. B. Sanborn, expense of Sons of Veterans for
Memorial Day services $115.00
Frank W. Wilkins Post No. 1 Memorial Day
expenses 185.00





E. E. Blodgett, filing saws $ .90
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., tools .45
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 1.00
John King, labor 44.00
Mexican- Petroleum Corporation, kerosene 4.25
M. J. Smith, trucking 2.00
Richard Spooner, peddling bills 1.50
A. W. Spring, cash paid out 12.00
Pay Rolls 998.05
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency 35.85
$1,100.00
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MOTOR VEHICLE TAX 1933
Balance Feb. 15, 1933 $6,771.38
Received for permits during years 5,186.40
$11,957.78
Paid as Follows:
Revenue account, estimated receipts $11,165.53
F. S. Willey Co., refund 4.49
Elmer Constant, refund .60
William C. Green, refund .57
F. Milton Paine, refund 1.41
Hollis G. Perkins, refund .33
Merle D, Richardson, refund ,90
Gertrude E. Shepard, refund .59
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency acct. 783.36
$11,957.78
MOTOR VEHICLE TAX 1934
Received for permits $6,802.78
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1934 $6,802.78
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MUNICIPAL COURT
Net amount received from fines and costs $4,355.28
Paid as Follows:
Tetley Box Co., printing $5.00
Edward L. Lydiard, printing writs 5.75
F. E. Normandin, professional services 5.00
Earl Flanders, service one year as clerk 200.00
State Fish & Game Department 53.94
State Motor Vehicle Department 1,589.84
Fred A. Tilton, service as Probation Officer
one year and committing children to industrial
school 325.00
Harry E. Trapp, service as Justice one year 1,200.00
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency acct. 971.25
$4,355.28
RENT OF PEARL STREET GROUNDS
Appropriation $270.00
Paid as Follows:
Harry T. Burleigh, 1933 taxes on Pearl St. Grounds $203.00






John H. Battis, labor and material $10.00
Frank Bean, loam 9.33
R. Clement, labor 21.50
Boulia Gorrell Lbr. Co., lumber 4.16
Cooks Lumber Co., lumber 55.65
The Draper-Maynard Co., supplies 95.43
John M. Quay Hdw. Co., supplies 9.03
Lougee-Robinson Co., supplies 1.78
Laconia Water Co., service 39.90
J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies 1.80
F. W. Woolworth Co., supplies 4.55
W. G. Cotton, service as special officer 25.00
A. E. Dodge, labor 9.40
Ford & Chapman, labor 6.00
John F. Hopkins, supplies 1.80
Arthur Huckins, labor 1.50
J. W. Jacques, material and repairs 7.65
Amos King, labor 5.40
J. J. Moreau, supplies .71
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 56.78
Alcide Paquette, supplies .80
C. W. Perkins, labor 26.20
Chas. W. Peterson, cash paid out 23.81
A. T. Quinby & Son, supplies 9.00
George A. Quimby, supplies 2.38
Alcide Roy, trucking 3.50
Guy Sanborn, labor 4.20
Smith Lumber Yard, lime 2.00
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Ernest Smith, labor 11.70
C. E. Soule, tables 30.00
A. W. Spring, labor picking moths 25.00
Story Drug Store, supplies 1.83
O. W. Taylor, labor 13.75
Harold Tefft, trucking 22.00
B. G. Walker, labor and material 5.22
A. C. Wyatt, cash paid out 9.25
Pay Rolls 546.00




Paid A. W. Dinsmoor, treasurer $4,827.00
PUBLIC WHARF WARD SIX
Appropriation $100.00
Paid Lillian R. Webster, rent of Wharf $100.00
SKATING RINK
Balance Feb. 15, 1933 $36.66
Appropriation 800.00
Excess and deficiency acct. to balance 99.38
$936.04
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Paid as Follows :
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. ,hose $120.50
Cooks Lumber Co., lumber .78
John M. Guay Hdw. Co., supplies 4.25
Laconia Water Co., labor 10.63
Public Service Co. of N. H., lighting rinks 54.44
W. D. Huse & Sons, labor and material 2.90
A. W. Kidder, labor and material 14.45
M. E. Kimball, signs 1.00
Muzzey & Hopkins, supplies 6.54
Pay Roll, Laconia Rink 589.33
Pay Roll, Lakeport Rink 13L22
$936.04










J. P. Pitman & Co., supplies, $1.75
Winnipesaukee Water Co., service 25.00
G. W. Tarlson, supplies 14.10
Balance transfer to excess and deficiency acct. 9.15
$50.00
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NOTES
Balance outstanding Feb. 15, 1933 $50,000.00
Received on notes during year 175,000.00
$225,000.00
Paid Notes during year $175,000.00
Balance, liability Feb. 15, 1934 50,000.00
$225,000.00
PAYMENT BRIDGE AND HIGHWAY
BONDS
Appropriation $4^,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 17, 18, 19 and 20 $4,000.00
PAYMENT CITY HALL BONDS
Appropriation $2,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 13 and 14 $2,000.00
PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 16, 17 and 18 $3,000.00
PAYMENT FUNDING BONDS
Appropriation $4,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 66, 67, 68 and 69 $4,000.00
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PAYMENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS
Appropriation $11,250.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126,
127, 128, 129, 130, 131 and 132 $11,250.00
PAYMENT SERIAL NOTES
Appropriation $1,500.00
Paid Note No. 6 $1,500.00
PAYMENT SEWER AND FUNDING
BONDS
Appropriation $7,000.00
Paid Bonds No's. 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69 and 70 $7,000.00
PAYMENT TRUST FUND, SERIAL
NOTES
Appropriation $2,000.00
Paid Note No. 6 $2,000.00
PAYMENT SEWER AND ROAD BONDS
Appropriation $3,000.00
Paid Bonds, No's. 22, 23 and 24 $3,000.00
PAYMENT PAVEMENT AND SIDEWALK
BONDS
Appropriation $2,500.00
Paid Bonds No's. 10, 11 and 12 $2,500.00
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CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Amount received during the year: $1,475.00
Turned over to Trustees of Trust Funds $1,475.00
FEES
Cr.
Amount received for recording and other fees $628.48
Dr.




Amount due for land damages and unpaid coupon
Feb. 15, 1933 $999.87
Liabilities settled
:
Coupon S. and F. Bond No. 22 $20.00
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OVERLAY FOR ABATEMENTS
Cr.
Balance Feb. 15, 1933 $1,330.57
Amount raised by taxation 1933 2,362.93
Received on 1933 added taxes 1,639.30
Received on 1932 added taxes 71.40
Transfer from excess and deficiency acct. 1,677.08
$7,081.28
Dr.
Amount abated on 1933 taxes $3,567.94
Amount abated on 1932 taxes 1,925.39
Amount abated on 1931 taxes 1,082.52
Amount abated on 1930 taxes 19.84
Amount abated on 1929 taxes 51.30




Transfer to excess and deficiency account $12,000.00
OPECHEE PARK
Transfer from Miscellaneous Expense $1,000.00
Balance unexpended Feb. 15, 1934 $1,000.00
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PROPERTY SOLD CITY FOR TAXES
Balance of amount purchased on 1927 list, Feb.
15, 1933 $83.61
Balance asset February 15, 1934 $83.61
Balance of amount purchased on 1928 list, Feb.
15, 1933 $133.41
Balance, asset February 15, 1934 $133.41
Balance of amount purchased on 1929 list, Feb.
15, 1933 $62.80
Balance asset February 15, 1934 $62.80
Balance of amount purchased on 1930 list, Feb.
15, 1933 $2,191.92
Amount redeemed 2,014.83
Balance asset February 15, 1934 177.09
Balance of amount purchased on
15, 1933
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Amount of 1932 taxes, previously sold, paid by city $8,590.51
Amount redeemed $764.09
Balance, asset February 15, 1934 7,826.42
$8,590.51
Amount of 1933 Taxes previously sold, paid by
city $16,309.35
Amount redeemed $943.05






1933 motor vehicle fees $11,165.53
License fees 1,000.00
Tvliscellaneous 2,000.00
State of New Hampshire 29,180.00








Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1932 $51.30
Amount abated $51.30
TAXES, 1930
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1933 $149.48
Amount of interest added 13.85
$163.33
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected
during year $71.89
Amount abated 19.84
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1934 71.60
$163.33
TAXES, 1931
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1933 $2,133.98
Amount of interest added 87.92
$2,221.90
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected
during year $610.18
Amount abated 1,082.52
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1934 529.20
$2,221.90
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TAXES, 1932
Amount uncollected Feb. 15, 1933 $53,996.65
Amount of added tax 71.40
Amount of interest added 3,250.52
$57,318.57
Received from M. E. Johnson amount collected
during year $53,853.13
Amount abated 1,925.39
Balance, asset Feb. 15, 1934 1,540.05
$57,318.57
TAXES, 1933
Amount committed to M.
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INVENTORY OF CITY PROPERTY
Gale Library and fund $170,000.00
Library lot 21,000.00
Opechee Park, North Main Street 10,000.00
Street Department 34,221.13
Engineering Department 6,500.00
Street Sprinkling Department 1,825.00
Cost of Sewers 221,392.24
Sewer Department 307.50
Fire Department 51,975.00
Furniture, safes and books in Mayor's and City
Clerk's office and City Council room 2,500.00
City Hall property 36,000.00
Furniture and safe in Assessors' and Tax Col-
lector's offices 250.00
Church Street bridge 44,242.60
Elm Street bridge 21,079.97
Main Street bridge 21,658.25
Messer Street bridge 19.000.00
Fair Street bridge 30.000.00
High School building and furniture, Academy
Street 40,000.00
Bowman Street building and lot 10,000.00
Harvard Street" building and lot 28.000.00
Gilford Avenue building and lot ' 11,000.00
Washington Street building and lot 14,000.00
Mechanic Street building and lot 14,000.00
Batchelder Street building and lot 14,000.00
New High School building and equipment 293,715.45
Home lot 400.00




To the Honorable CJiarles E. Carroll, Mayor, and tJic City
Council, Laconia, Nezi? Hctmpshire.
Gentlemen :
—
As per my appointment as City Auditor, I have audited
the financial accounts of the City of Laconia for the fiscal
year ending February 15, 1934.
I present herewith the following Statements showing
the financial condition of the City as at February 15, 1934,
the appropriation accounts and the Excess and Deficiency
credits and debits during the year.
Exhibit I—Appropriation Accounts year ending Feb.
15, 1934.
Exhibit II—Excess and Deficiency Account.
Exhibit III—Balance Sheet as at Feb. 15, 1934.
Exhibit IV—Serial Debt as at Feb. 15, 1934.
The following items appearing in the balance sheet




The cash balance was verified by the various bank
Statements and compared with the City Clerk's ledger.
Accounts Receivable—Taxes $45,972.23
The Collector's records of unpaid taxes were examined
and lists were drawn therefrom and compared with the con-
trolling account in the City Clerk's ledger. Statements
were also sent to the tax payers and were verified. The
commitment of taxes for 1933 and additional taxes for 1933
were examined. All abatements of taxes were supported by
properly approved vouchers from the Assessors.
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Property Sold City for Taxes $15,573.48
During the year the City purchased unpaid taxes as-
sessed on real property as per the hsts.
LIABILITIES
Miscellaneous Liabilities $979.87
This amount is composed chiefly of various items due
individuals for damage claims.
Motor Vehicle $6,802.78
This was found to be in agreement with the City
Treasurer. The total amount collected for the year also
agreed with the records of the treasurer.
Lcavitt Fund $226.92
The disbursements were fully vouched for.
Overlay for Abatements $434.29
This account represents the balance of an overlay
provided as a reserve against tax abatements that may
arise.
Notes $50,000.00
This loan was made necessary on account of delinquent
tax payers and was needed to meet the current expendi-
tures of the city.
Unexpended Appropriations $35,001.75
Appropriations made for the year under review were
verified with the records of the City Council. The treasury
warrants and special drafts were properly approved and
verified all payments made during the year. The transfers
to balance off appropriation accounts were found properly
voted for by the ^Mayor and City Council.
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Excess of Current Assets over Current Liabilities $13,782.50
This shows a net gahi for the year ended February 15,
1934, with no new bonds issued.
Exhibit II of this report shows the credits that accrued
and the debits arising from the account for the year.
Serial Debt
The Serial Debt outstanding at February 15, 1934 is
detailed in Exhibit IV of this report. There has been a
consistent reduction of the debt for five years. The Serial
payments of Bonds were examined covering the debt
matured during the year.
Cemetery Funds
The Cemetery trust funds were invested as follows:
$18,000.00 par value City of Laconia 4% Serial
Notes $18,000.00
Savings Bank Accounts 24,413.59
2 Shares Lac. Water Co. Capital Stock 100.00
First Liberty Loan Bond 50.00
Total Principal $42,563.59
Balance Unexpended income in Sav-
ings Banks Accounts 3,432.72
$45,996.31
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The Securities and pass books of the various banks
properly accounted for the funds. The expenditures from
the interest arising from the trust funds were properly
vouched for. The income and disbursements of all trust
funds were properly recorded on the trust fund records.
Library Trust Funds
The books of the treasurer were examined. The Se-
curities and pass books were examined and found to
properly account for the funds. The balance of the com-
mercial deposit was verified with that of the depository.
I wish to express my appreciation for the courtesies ex-
tended by the varous departments during my examination.
CHARLES F. AYERS,
Auditor.
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CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the accompanying Balance Sheet
and Statement of Serial Debt reflect the financial condition
of the City of Laconia, as disclosed by its books at the
close of the fiscal year ended Feb. 15, 1934. I further
certify that I have audited the income and expense accounts
of the City for the year under review and have found them
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Year Ended February 15, 1934
Total Serial Debt $383,250.00
Bridges & Highways $60,000.00
City Hall Bonds 26,000.00
Improvement Bonds 42,000.00
School District Bonds 101,250.00
Serial Notes ^ 13,000.00
Sewer and Funding Bonds
'
47,000.00
Sewer and Road Bonds 36,000.00
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SUMMARY OP VITAL STATISTICS
Number of births 272
Nuin'ber of marriages 125
Number of deaths 186
Numl)er of deaths occurring at Belknap County Farm 9
Number of boches brought here for burial 57
By Chapter 106, N. H. Laws of 1917, the Clerks of
Cities and Towns are required to send a copy of every
child's birth certificate to its parents, and if said copy is
not received within sixty days from date of child's birth,
the parents should notify the City Clerk, in order that same
may be placed on record.
Efforts have been made to make the records of vital
statistics correct as possible. Should any error or omission
be detected, the City Clerk will appreciate the kindness
conferred by being informed of the same, that the records
of the city may be made right.
EARL FLANDERS, City Clerk
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